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Deomocrats gain control of
red hook, thanks to bard
As it turns out, the “300” posters plastered all around campus were not a call
to defeat the Spartans, but rather the
Bard and Red Hook Democrats’ initiative to lobby at least 300 Bard students
registered in Duchess County to come
out and vote on November 6th. This
mission, historically unprecedented but
logistically feasible, was accomplished.
Students living on and around campus voted in the zoning district of the
Barrytown polling station, located at St.
John’s Episcopal Church about a mile
from campus. There had been much
fanfare pre-election about the possibility of bringing a polling station to main
campus, which would have eliminated
the need for the helpful but time-consuming half-hour shuttles to and from
the church. Posters around campus have
boasted “300: The Fight Against Disenfranchisement Starts at Home,” a part of
the Bard Democrats’ agenda to make political representation right here on campus a reality.
Speaking of on-campus polling stations, Democratic candidate for Town
Supervisor Robert McKeon said, “If [the
democrats] get elected, we will work to
put up a polling station on the Bard College campus literally the day we get elected.” Though it is ultimately the decision
of Duchess County as to whether or not
Bard gets a polling station, the bulk of
their decision will be based simply on
Red Hook’s recommendation. According to Chris Munn, Treasurer of the Red

Hook Democrats, the reason we didn’t
have them this year was that the current
administration in Red Hook continued
to suggest additional studies regarding the necessity of a polling station on
campus, to the ultimate detriment of any
progress toward instating polls.
The Bard Democrats have been working closely with the Red Hook Democrats and Red Hook United for the past
month, tabling in Kline, distributing
literature, and bringing candidates to
campus for a debate a few weeks earlier. “I’ve never seen Bard so politically
active, which isn’t saying much,” commented sophomore Nick Wilton in regards to the fanfare surrounding the
Bard Democrats’ proliferation of campaigning on campus.
However, not all Red Hook citizens
or indeed Bard students are happy about
the unprecedented political activism surrounding the local 2007 elections. One
Red Hook mother voiced her disapproval
as she exited the Red Hook high school
polls on Tuesday afternoon: “I disagree
[that Bard students should be voting in
Red Hook]. They live here for only part
of the year, and don’t have a stake in the
long-term community at all. I think you
need to be a homeowner to vote, because
tax decisions affect primarily homeowners.” A local man added, “I don’t have
much of a problem with it except when
it comes to school taxes. [Bard students]
shouldn’t be voting on issues that affect
taxes because they don’t own property in
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By Sarah Leon

Harry Colgan and Bard’s own Micki Strawinski, both winning candidates from the Red Hook United
party, celebrate their success with a little musical duo.

the area.”
“I don’t feel like I have a right to vote
in this area. I don’t own property, and
I’m only living here temporarily,” said
one Bard student who wishes to remain
anonymous.
Others, both students and Red Hook citizens, were grateful for a chance to make
the voice of Bard heard. “I just wanted to
cast my vote,” sophomore Andy Iacobucci said as he exited the polls. “I was too
young to vote last year, so I was excited to
vote this year,” added sophomore Harriet
Sedgewick. A male Red Hook voter ven-

tured that, “It’s good to see students get
out and vote, even
if they don’t live here all year. Taking a
stance in politics is important in and of
itself.”
Candidate McKeon added that Bard
students will be affected by the election
on the levels of polling station institution, environmental policy, and community relations. Speaking to concerns that
students do not own property in the area
and thus should not vote on matters affecting taxes, McKeon added, “Bard is
Red Hook’s
to page three

young environmentalists gather for climate change seminar
By Lauren Dunn
This past weekend marked the first na- white people (eco-elitists), in recent years
tional summit on climate change oriented the movement has expanded to include an
towards America’s youth. Recognizing the increasingly diverse crowd of supporters.
growing concern over the environment The importance of uniting to achieve goals
shared by many of today’s youth, the En- was emphasized by connecting everything
ergy Action Coalition decided to provide whenever possible.
thousands of able-minded eager individEnvironmental racism came up repeatuals with resources that they could use in edly as a manifestation of this connectedtheir own communities across the coun- ness. One instance of this is the constructry, as well as on Capitol Hill in a politi- tion of polluting chemical and processing
cally charged Lobbying day. The organiz- plants in poorer areas. The residents in
ers of Powershift 2007, which took place the surrounding areas lack the political
at the University of Maryland, planned a power of those in wealthier communities,
wide array of activities for students to take and thus do little to protest the presence
part in. From educational workshops on of these harmful businesses. Over the
specific issues within the larger problem years, health problems begin to increase
of climate change to training seminars on (mainly seen in rises in cancer rates and
different protest strategies and leadership respiratory problems). But the people in
skills, hardly anyone
these communities
was at a loss for finding
have inadequate or
something that suited
healthIt was an amazing ex- nonexistent
their interests.
care, so they don’t get
The weekend’s events perience to walk into the help they need.
opened on Friday with
In severe cases, this
a number of ardently the offices of these could lead to job
enthused speakers each
loss for adults, and
highlighting different enormously
powerful poor performance in
aspects of the climate
school for children.
change movement. All people...and tell them Both perpetuate the
made sure to incorpocycle of poverty and
rate one of the overall to enact change...and almost
guarantee
themes of the entire have them listen.
that the next generaevent, establishing the
tion will remain in
interconnected nature
similar living condi-Sophomore Gabe DeRita
of all the crises currenttions with few opporly facing the world. The
tunities.
only way to end poverty,
While such a farracism, and hate is through uniting every- reaching issue may seem impossible to
one under one front. While allies are un- tackle, many groups are forming and takdoubtedly a part of any social movement, ing strides to prevent future environmenfew groups have as large a potential follow- tal damage and simultaneously improve
ing as an environmental movement. Once their communities. One panel of speakers,
thought of as a movement for affluent entitled “Growing Green Jobs” illustrated
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how creating jobs which incorporate sustainability in underprivileged communities could improve the conditions of the
community while providing employment
opportunities at the same time. An especially strong effort to “green the ghetto”
has been seen in the South Bronx, where
the organization Sustainable South Bronx
is trying to repair environmental damage
and eradicate economic concurrently.
Green jobs is just one example taken
from literally hundreds of different workshop choices and panel topics. A random
skimming of the program reveals information sessions on everything from
mountain-top removal to how to start a
non-profit organization. Additionally,
even though the summit was oriented towards youth, there were dozens of meetings for educators on how to implement
classroom techniques that further learning about the effects of climate change
and possible solutions.
While the ultimate long-term goal of
Powershift was to prepare and empower
the youth of America to lead a muchneeded revolution, the more immediate
aim of the conference was to prepare students for lobbying Congress representatives and senators on Monday, November
5th. Unfortunately, since the petitioning
took place on a Monday, most students
from Bard were unable to participate.
Sophomore Gabe DeRita was one of
those lucky enough to attend. “It was an
amazing experience to walk into the offices of these enormously powerful people
and sit down with them and tell them face
to face to enact change and that the youth
of America is concerned about this–and
have them listen,” said DeRita. “It actually felt like I had a voice as an average citizen, and a student no less!... It was worth

the effort to stay the extra day, and I really
wish more of us from Bard had.”
Leaving many feeling inspired and
empowered to act, many attendees were
optimistic about putting what they had
learned into action. Powershift undoubtedly worked hard to provide its attendees
with skills which could be used on the
path to solving the prevalent predicaments found in the world at present. But
not surprisingly, the increase of knowledge and ability in the volunteers led to
many new questions as well.
I started wondering how much effort
our purportedly progressive campus was
making in greening and sustainability efforts. There is definitely evidence of oncampus action in the areas of recycling
and conservation of personal energy use,
but what about more hidden forms of energy overuse? Were any energy efficient
features incorporated into the construction of the new Reem and Kayden Science
Center? What kind of energy sources are
used to heat and cool the PAC? Can this
be reduced at all? Has our college president signed the President’s Climate Commitment (which calls for multiple steps
towards achieving climate neutrality on
campus), as over four hundred other college presidents across the country have?
What can we do here in our community to put our knowledge to use? What can
we actively do now to redesign the community around us to make small steps
towards preventing further global warming? All in all, I know I’ve returned with a
more critical eye, and energized to make
an even more visible effort on campus to
fight one of the biggest issues facing our
generation.
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chartwells and aramark workers like students, would love pay raise
By Rachel Meade
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Of all the people who earn their their omelets.
livelihoods at Bard, those who clean and
Like all Bard Chartwells workers, Clark
cook are perhaps the most at odds with is a member of Unite Here, the union that
general college life due to the existence of negotiates worker’s contracts. She hopes
Chartwells and Aramark, companies hired that their next contract, to be finalized
by Bard to handle food and housekeeping in June, will bring about a change for the
services respectively. Since these workers better. “I really don’t want to leave,” said
are not hired directly by the college, they Clark. “But everybody’s got to survive.”
do not have the same benefits (such as free Several Chartwells workers, including
education for children and family passes Clark, have expressed dissatisfaction with
to the gym) as other Bard employees. For the union’s efforts thus far. “I don’t feel
many workers, their pay and benefits do not like they’re fighting with us as hard as they
reflect the ever-increasing cost of living. could be,” said Clark, adding that the union
Yet they remain here because they like probably only works as hard as workers
their jobs. They enjoy working in a college pressure them to. With that in mind, Clark
setting, and particularly, interacting with and fellow Manor worker Deb Leyden have
students.
formed their own committee to increase
Cindy Clark has worked in various their fellow workers involvement in and
branches of Chartwells for five years. awareness of the union.
After stints at Kline and Down the Road,
Leyden, a single mom who works a
she is now happily settled at Manor Café, second night job to compensate her pay
primarily working behind the grille. “This here, decided to form a committee due
is definitely my spot,” said Clark. “I can get to her dissatisfaction with the current
to know [students] a little more. It’s more union representation. “I was basically Cindy Clark at her job in the Manor kitchen, where she works at the grille and assembling salads.
personal.” In addition to the students, told we were nine dollar an hour people
which she sees as “an extra perk,” Clark by our union rep,” said Leyden, a charge before receiving his mid-term grades. A “We’re never invited to any Bard events,”
enjoys the company of her co-workers at that was later denied by said worker. “He subsequent fight with the receptionist left she said. LaPierre believes Aramark
Manor, and a schedule that allows her to doesn’t want us talking to the students. He him with mixed feelings about being at workers should be included in Bard’s
be home from work shortly after her kids doesn’t want us causing a rukus,” added Bard, and he told his teachers he would new text messaging emergency system.
get out of school.
Leyden. She and Clark have been talking be dropping their classes. Even after the “We’re…aware of people in the building,”
If Clark didn’t enjoy working here as to their fellow workers in hopes of getting financial miscommunication was cleared- she said. At the very least, she believes that
much as she does, it’s likely she would no them more involved with the union, as up, he was put on academic probation, workers should be able to register their
longer be here. “I don’t think our pay is up well as attending Student Labor Dialogue and eventually received a letter from Bard phones in the program.
The concensus among Aramark workers
to the average living cost,” she said. “[Our meetings for student support. In the politely asking him to leave, on grounds
pay] doesn’t even come close to covering upcoming contract to be finalized in June, of his lack of interest. Despite this rather seems to be that, if an acceptable contract
the increases that we have on a weekly Leyden hopes to achieve better benefits negative experience as a student here, he could be worked out, they would prefer
basis.” Yet for Clark, benefits are more of throughout the entire year, as well as a enjoys his job and the connections which to work directly for Bard, as all cleaning
remain from his student days at Bard.
staff did up until 1991. “Bard needs to
a concern than wages. With a disabled living wage.
Other Chartwells workers, such as recognize that we’re more important
husband and two children suffering from
Achieving a living wage is a top priority
hemophilia, Clark has trouble coping with for Manor cashier Brett Anspach. “My Clark, have fewer ties to the school beyond to them than we are to Aramark,” said
medical bills. Under Chartwells’ family wages I’m not satisfied with,” he said. their jobs. “I’m always so busy with my LaPierre. She commented that Aramark
insurance plan, Clark pays 400 dollars a For Anspach, benefits are less important. personal life,” said Clark. In addition, for has little presence on campus. “We never
month for medical insurance. During the His concern with the union, echoed by Clark, the lack of family benefits offered by see anyone from Aramark,” she said.
year, medical insurance eats up a quarter many Chartwells workers, was a lack of Chartwells makes her feel less connected Another Aramark worker, who chooses to
of her paycheck. Additionally, she pays information about what the union is doing. to the school. While individual Chartwells remain anonymous, agreed. “It’s rare you
out of pocket for eye care and co-pays Kline server Sarah Benintent agreed. “In workers get gym passes and decent health see him,” the worker said of Aramark’s onat the doctor’s office. Over the summer, my experience, I’ve had to get answers for insurance, benefits are less friendly to site manager, Richard Martinez, adding
workers’ families. “It seems to be the thing that his management style is disorganized
she is forced to pay over double the myself,” said Benintent.
normal monthly
Opinions vary among around here,” said Clark of the trend and occasionally negligent.
Despite concerns ranging from minor
fee to keep her
Chartwells workers as towards paying extra for family benefits.
As people the manag- to whether they feel like Like food service workers, housekeepers to major, LaPierre and other Aramark
insurance.
“As people
full members of the Bard are not directly employed by Bard, and employees enjoy their jobs on the whole,
the managers of ers of Chartwells...[are] community. This question thus do not receive the same benefits. particularly their interactions with
Chartwells…[are]
is central to the Student “We don’t get any of the benefits that students. Fisher housekeeper Paul Davey
very nice, but it’s very nice, but it’s still a Labor Dialogue; a student/ Bard employees get,” said New Robbins said, “students are friendly to me.” For
still a company company and we’re just worker group that seeks Housekeeper Sue LaPierre. She is acutely this reason, he enjoys the beginning of his
and we’re just
to find ways to more fully aware of these differences since her night shifts when students are still hanging
numbers,”
said numbers.
integrate workers into Bard husband is a nineteen-year employee of around the building. During the daytime,
Clark. Prior to
life and fight for living B&G who receives a significantly higher he works as a volunteer fireman, and he
her current job -Cindy Clark, Chartwells employee
wages and benefits for Bard salary and more vacation days as well as hopes to someday put his paramedic skills
to use with the student-run Bard EMS,
at Bard, Clark
workers. Anspach, because the afore-mentioned perks.
Yet, despite the fact that “you couldn’t whose calls he hears nights on his radio.
worked at a dry
of various connections he
LaPierre also cited students as a major
cleaners, which
has to the school, feels like support yourself on this salary,” La Pierre
apparently had much better pay and a full member of the community. He lives is thankful for the gains that SEIU, positive aspect of working at Bard. “The
benefits than Chartwells. “If you could nearby, attended school here for several Aramark’s union, has gained for the students all know my name,” she said.
take being cooped up with just laundry years, and his mother currently works in workers. “I don’t feel that we would have “I’ve made some very nice friendships.”
the benefits or the pay if it wasn’t for union In fact, while being interviewed, several
all day,” she said. “I’m more of a people the Bookstore.
person,” she said. Her people skills are
As the child of a Bard employee, he representation,” said LaPierre. Like some residents of New Robbins stopped to say
evident; she greets each student ordering attended Bard for free, but as a result of Chartwells workers, LaPierre feels strongly hello. “The employees that are here are
their morning eggs by name and makes a mix-up with the financial office, he was that Aramark workers are not as included dedicated to their job,” said LaPierre.
friendly chitchat while deftly frying up told he had to pay a large sum of money in the Bard community as they could be. “They like working with the students.”

Trade not aid comes to Bard
By Mette Loulou von Kohl
Tunisia, Madagascar, and India. From
growing the cotton to sewing the t-shirts,
all the work is done in these “developing”
nations.
Edun LIVE aims to foster economic
growth in sub-Saharan Africa by supplying
economic opportunities that may not
otherwise exist. Acting as a model for other
fashion companies to follow, Edun LIVE
sees a self-sufficient apparel industry as the
key to development in destitute nations,
since, according to the website, “the skills
required in clothing manufacture are ones
that many can learn, and the investments
are relatively low.”
Edun Live works with locally-owned
factories and conducting audits in
cooperation with Verité, a non-profit
socially-responsible auditing and research
organization. Edun LIVE holds suppliers
to international and national labor, safety
and health standards. In addition Edun
LIVE has social commitments to the areas
in which it works, such as educating its
employees about HIV/AIDS prevention
and treatment. In collaboration with
NGOs such as the Wildlife Conservation
Society and Organic Exchange, Edun
LIVE aims to establish to produce cotton
organically.
One way in which Edun LIVE aims
to promote its business is through its
partnership with companies, which use
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Patrons of the on-campus bookstore
may have recently noticed an addition to
the customary Bard college apparel. This
new arrival is a t-shirt, hardly different
at first glance from college wear available
in campus bookstores across the country.
However it differs in one essential way.
Through its production and sale in the free
market, its makers aim to alleviate poverty
in Africa through a strategy known as
“trade not aid.”
The concept of “trade not aid” has
become increasingly prominent in the
sphere of development since the 2001
Doha Development Round, conducted by
the World Trade Organization in Doha,
Qatar when the WTO negotiated the
liberalization of trade regulations across
the globe in order to promote recovery,
growth, and development.
The husband and wife team of Bono
and Ali Hewson, founders and owners
of the socially conscious clothing brand
EDUN (nude backwards), incarnate this
ideology through their 2006 sub-brand,
Edun LIVE, who’s website’s stated mission
is “to drive sustainable employment in
sub-Saharan Africa through high-volume
sales of blank t-shirts.”
Countries currently involved in this
movement in sub-Saharan Africa include
Lesotho, Mauritius, South Africa, Uganda,
Tanzania and Kenya, as well as Peru,

Edun LIVE, a socially conscious clothing brand stocked in bookstore.
Edun LIVE blank t-shirts to promote
their campaigns and products. Barnes
and Nobles for instance has agreed to
carry Edun LIVE t-shirts in all of its
college campus bookstores, which is why
you can find them on the racks in Bard’s
bookstore. These t-shirts seems an apt fit
for Bard’s assumed liberal, socially aware,
and conscientious demographic.
As Edun Live explains on its website,
“there is no doubt that the driving force
behind this change is the consumer.”
Thus Bard students can feel proud when
purchasing a Bard College t-shirt. In
that moment the student is a socially and
ethically conscious consumer, reassured
that their money will be directed towards
improving the lives of those less fortunate.
For once you don’t have to look at the

inside label, “Made in Kenya” and have
your heart drop thinking about the tiny
hands and tired eyes that stitched your
new, comfortable and trendy t-shirt.
Unfortunately, it’s not all as simple as
that. It reads on the tag, “Each purchase
helps support trade and employment
opportunities in impoverished regions
of Africa.” While this claim is true,
there is a missing link. How does this
purchase promote the independence and
development of these deprived nations?
Isn’t the employment of the workers
dependent on the consumer habits of
the Western nations? Does anyone even
bother to ask why these nations are “under
developed” to begin with?
There is a tendency by development
agencies to
to page three
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Anglophilia and Imperialism:

A Discussion with Ian Buruma
By Frank Brancley

Drawing/Sofia de Guzman

On the ruthlessly rainy Saturday morning contends Albertis, imagines the limits
of Parents Weekend, four intellects claimed and ends of British imperialism, a beast
the stage of Olin Hall to discuss a subject “constantly looking over the shoulder of
that has enjoyed tremendous popularity in its empire, defined by the ignorance of its
recent years. Ian Buruma, Henry R. Luce destiny abroad”.
Professor of Human Rights and Journalism
Ian Buruma, a spring-semester
at Bard and a regular contributor to professor at Bard, was born in The Hague,
the New York Review of Books was the the Netherlands, to a Dutch father and an
authority of a talk that included President English Jewish mother. His mother’s side
Botstein, professor Deidre Albertis and of the family offered him a more intimate
moderator Byron Adams the scholar-in- experience with empire. His mother’s
residence of the 2007 Bard Music Festival. father read Kipling to him at a very early
Professor Albertis
age,
initiating
a
focused her energy
rooting in Englishness
on identifying the It is the minorities of that partially inspired
major literary figures
“Anglomania:
A
of England who she empires that are usu- European
Love
believes were key in
Affair,” an account of
affecting a strong sense ally on the side of the England’s influence
of national character
as a global force
for the British Empire. imperialists.
long
before
the
In 19th century Britain
Enlightenment.
The
-Ian Baruma
there co-existed two
question of empire,
notions:
imperialism
observed
Buruma,
and
“Englishness.”
is very appealing to
Apparently there also
outsiders. “Empire”
existed two separate Edward Elgars: should not be, although it often is, confused
one a musician of merit, the other of with nationalism. The Scots, cites Buruma,
barbarism, both the center of Bard’s Music were for example the main builders of the
Festival. Elgar is largely considered to English empire and most of the generals
be the first English composer to achieve in the English army were Northern Irish.
international significance after the death Yet “it is the minorities of empires that are
of Henry Purcell a very successful Baroque usually on the side of the imperialists. The
composer. Albertis extended the traditional British Empire was for many liberal Jews a
application of Elgar to Rudyard Kipling place where one was safe…” The question
(“a prophet of British imperialism” for of imperialism is dramatically different
Orwell). Both figures were extraordinarily for those who struggle to live outside the
controversial in their time. Elgar was an empire.
infamous outsider of Victorian society and
President Botstein noted how the stretch
Kipling was known for being a locus of of imperialism even envelops intellectual
passionate disagreement. Kipling’s work, circles. Isaiah Berlin was an Eastern-

European Jew and an English nationalist.
For Botstein, trained in European History
(PhD from Harvard), imperialism
traditionally carried a dynastic element
where the monarch demanded loyalty.
In searching for a particular place where
Anglophilia manifested, Botstein located
it in German culture, especially in
German music. “England became a place
of style.” The extension of tolerance to
minorities was made possible under the
same conditions in which liberals were
“emasculated by rationalism.”
The talk as a whole was unjustifiably
brief and barely skimmed the surface
of either the meanings or origins of
imperialism. This was inevitably the result
of scarce time. The resources were clearly
in abundance. It was clear that Buruma

and Botstein especially had internalized
an impressive breadth of knowledge on
the subject. All the same, the event was
probably intended as more of a prelude
to the Symphony (and as a taste of the
highly coveted “liberal education”)
than a committed meditation. This is
unfortunate. Imperialism continues to be
a reality in a myriad of ways. It has a long
and complex tradition in the political. It
colonizes, murders and blinds and yet bore
the creation of human rights and dignities
as well. Those who protest it under banners
of progressive liberal ideology are often
its strongest perpetrators. It has a unique
relationship with Anglophilia. One cannot
hope to consider one without examining
the other.

new red hook democrats promise bard polling station
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from page one

responsible t-shirts in bookstore
from page two

analyze the economic situation of a country
as separate from its political and cultural
situation, as well as its historical past. Thus
it is no wonder that Edun LIVE works solely
with NGOs and not government bodies
through which fundamental changes can
be made. Rather than working from the
bottom up, it transplants from above a
system and set of values which it presumes
will be successful.
Edun LIVE explains in its Barnes
and Nobles management handbook,
that Africa’s share in world trade has
dropped from 6% in 1980 to 2% in 2002
even though the continent accounts for
12% of the world’s population. Edun
LIVE hopes to increase Africa’s global
trade by 1%, resulting in an increase of
$70 billion in exports a year, three times
more than Africa currently receives in
international assistance. Yet if nations and
their governments do not have the means
to effectively apply their profit to sectors of
the nation that needs to grow and progress,
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then this increase in exports is irrelevant.
The question remains: how are African
nations, and other impoverished regions
supposed to develop? Is it the “under
developed” nations that are having
difficulty or being prevented from
entering into the global economic market,
or is there a fundamental flaw with this
system of competitive relations between
nations which is innately defective and
inherently unequal? While Edun LIVE’s
goal is a noble one, perhaps placating the
consumer with assurances that his or her
purchase is reviving economies in various
(nameless) African countries is dangerous
in itself. Can feel-good consumerism really
effectively alleviate global poverty?
These aren’t easy questions. But if you’d
like to buy an Edun LIVE t-shirt, they’re
available in the bookstore for only $19.98.
For more information, please see:
www.edun-live.com,
www.edunonline.
com, www.wto.org, and www.verite.org.

single largest economic engine and a cultural boon. The residents of Red Hook
and surrounding communities often
take advantage of the many Bard opportunities that are offered.”
For better or for worse, the Bard voting bloc has tentatively made quite an
impact on the local election this year.
Numbers released by Jonathan Becker
in an Announce email on November
7 show margins as narrow as less than
200 votes in favor of Democratic candidates for Councilman, Town Justice, and
Justice County Legislature District 20.
Town Supervisor is the only local category in which a Republican candidate is
projected as a likely victor. These tentative figures do not include absentee and
contested ballots.
If the projected victories come to frui-

tion, however, then the coming year will
see the first Democrat-controlled Duchess County Legislature since 1977. The
unofficial results currently place the
Democrats at a 13-12 majority.
At present, there are approximately
670 Bard students registered to vote in
Duchess county, and co-head of the
Bard Democrats Pat Kelly estimates that
between 300-330 showed up at the St.
John’s Episcopal Church polls.
Chris Munn, Treasurer of the Red
Hook Democrats, estimates that less
than 50% of these students are registered as Democrats, with approximately
40% registered under No Official Party:
the remaining fraction is registered as
Republican or Other. Bard Republicans
saw their last active members graduate
at least two years ago.
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Students Bike to Capitol

The Green Torch Relay
B y Nicole Halpern

Red Hook climate change action group provides participants with
breakfast before they departed to the capitol.
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Bard, Vassar, and New Rochelle bikers board the bus at the beginning
of their journey.

Green torch participants at their second and final stop in front of the
federal building with the environmental representative of Governer
Spitzer.

The Green Torch Relay marks yet
another step this generation of students
has taken in demanding that our political
leaders take action against the destruction
of our environment. Students from all over
the country ran, biked, paddled, marched
and paraded to their state capitols in
order to deliver their Green Torch, an
invitation requesting that state and local
representatives join them for their Focus
the Nation events.
Focus the Nation, the largest national
teach-in in United States history, will
take place at schools across the country,
including Bard on February 1, 2008.
Students, faculty, staff, members of the
community, and their elected officials will
congregate under one roof to discuss plans
for mitigating climate change. At Bard
there will be workshops and lectures all
day, concluding with a round-table nonpartisan discussion about how we can
curtail the environmental crisis that is
becoming the legacy of our generation.
This event, which will be taking place
at over 1,000 colleges, universities, high
schools and other institutions, has the
potential to put the environmental policy
and climate change at the forefront of the
political agenda for the upcoming election
in 2008.
On October 26, 2007, students from
Bard College, Vassar College and the
College of New Rochelle assembled at the
historic Elmendorph Inn in Red Hook,
New York at 8:15a.m. to kick off their relay.
They departed Red Hook at 9:00a.m and
arrived in Hudson at 11:30a.m. to deliver
the Torch to Congresswoman Kirsten
Gillibrand’s office. Upon arrival in Albany
three hours later, they met with students
from Skidmore College, and proceeded
to walk to the Federal Building to deliver

their invitations to representatives from
the offices of Senator Hillary Rodham
Clinton, Senator Charles E. Schumer and
Governor Eliot Spitzer.
Sophomore Molly King, member of the
Bard Environmental Collective explained
her participation in the event. “What we’re
doing, as youths interested in preventing
climate change and working to protect our
future environment, and how we live now
might have some small effect on how we
will live [in the future],” said King. She
added that the Green Torch was a personal
feat for her because it was the longest bike
trip she had ever taken: she wound up
biking all but a three or four mile section
of the 50-mile relay.
Green Torch co-organizer Nolan
Gardner, expressed his desperation for
climate action: “After Florida, Venice, San
Francisco, the Netherlands, and others are
submerged; after hundreds of thousands
of people all over the world starve or are
displaced, we will have no choice but to
unite and deal with climate change.”
Green Torch co-organizer Sofia Belenky
participated in the Green Torch Relay to
generate conversations about solutions and
to intensify the movement for a greener
future. Both agreed that power in numbers
isn’t just a cliché; it’s an irrefutable truth.
The greater this movement is, the more
change it can affect.
Students involved feel that the Green
Torch Relay was a successful first step
in expressing that climate change is our
most immediate and universal problem.
Our generation is beginning to realize
that, and through the promotion of and
participation in events like the Green
Torch Relay, we are demanding change
and inspiring others to do the same.

Fall Dance Show In Review

B y Alexandra Corrigan

The dance moderation projects,
which debuted the weekend of October
27th, Parent’s Weekend, started before
the show actually began. Uncostumed
individual dancers buzzed around Fisher
Lobby, performing little epiphanies and
collisions. Depending on the greeting used
(“whats up” “hey” or the person’s name)
the dancers in Grace Converse’s first show
twisted around each other, clapped hands,
or performed some other entertaining mix
to the usual cliques waiting to enter.
Converse, the choreographer, described
the roots of this piece as coming from
“ideas I’ve had in the past couple years
about integrating dance into daily routine
and also ‘regular’ space.” It sought to
subvert the stage and the eternal division
between the audience and the performers.
After the audience was seated, the
first performance began. The dance,
choreographed by Claire Lutz, played
upon relationships, as two female dancers
performed an elaborate, movementfocused initial dance. The next, in contrast,
featured a man playing Twister. The
performance was both playful and dark,
speaking to the intricacies and cruelties
of male and female relationships. Grace
Converse, also the choreographer of the
second piece, described it as a meditation
on trust, “and how in establishing a general
distrust, people (in this case women) tend
to control or play games to counter the
negative or disgusting elements of these
exchanges.”
Relationships were further examined
in the next two pieces, which dealt with
multiple performers and their interactions.
In the third, choreographed by Magdalene
San Millan, dancers lifted their arms up
and linked their movements, connecting
with each other in various ways. The
fourth performance, a moderation piece
choreographed by Natalie Golbuff, was

framed by the synchronicity of the
dancers and the subsequent breaks with
movement. Dancers crossed the stage,
they broke halfway, and the lights flickered
in the end.
The idea of a break in movement
followed through the next few acts as
well. “Death of a Dancer,” choreographed
by and performed by Magdalene San
Millan featured an eloquent series of
movements as she was shot three times,
once in her arm, once in her leg and once
in her stomach. The next act, by Emma
Brinkman, portrayed struggle even more
prominently. Multiple dancers opened the
act reciting poetry by Margaret Atwood
alluding to famine. Ultimately, the act
shifted from discussions of famine to ideas
pertaining to a universal struggle. The
dancers rolled, moved downward, and
found themselves isolated behind a cloth
in the far back right corner.
The next act was brief: a movement of
high energy and virile music, highlighting
two dancers, also the choreographers,
Mer Mietzelfield and Abbie Paris. Next,
however, the performers resuscitated the
uncomfortable and painful process of
watching struggle as choreographer and
performer Selena Braun moved from the
spotlight, crying and attempting to dance
elegantly while clearly embroiled in the
break of a relationship. Her last movements
alternated from elegant ballet poses to
smooth and rapid kicks.
The last piece, choreographed for
moderation by Kalia Feldman-Klein,
ended on a more positive note, giving
the audience their final taste of dance,
emphasizing and appreciating movement
for the sake of movement. Overall, each
piece featured in the dance moderation
projects was distinct, yet through the show
flowed continuous themes, and an elegant
presence.

The Dimestore
has free Condoms
Get a form from the
Post Office
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Observe.Us
From now on, The Observer will be publishing a couple pieces each issue
by students anonymously. We all have something to say that inhibition and
social constraints prevent us from sharing. We hope that creating a forum
of this kind gives students the freedom to be open with their community.

Edited by Mischa Nachtigal
Distance is so elusive. I can stand so close but be mountains and rivers and plains away,
a footstep between but a year apart. I feel connected to everyone by a sly silver string
the length of true space between us. Multitudes of strings, each stretching out to one or
another, and they envelope me like a cocoon. Spin me round, unravel me and see how
close we are. How a pull towards one leads more distance out toward another. How it’s
a tug of war.
And you. I wonder if you’ll even pick up on this, or if you’ll keep ignoring it all. But
that’s always been my flaw--too subtle, too shy. You’re so far away that I’m invisible to
you. I want to be my own version of the three croons, controlling those strings. I want to
pull you close through existence so you can see me. Exert myself to collapse within you.
But I’m too afraid that the string will slice through my palms, and it reminds me how
effortless it is to be left behind. Alone within these mountains and rivers and plains.

I did something new the other day. I’m a senior here and despite being around for several
years I had yet to go on the famed Blithewood trail. You know, it’s the path around the
side of the field that leads right down to the river. I realize that this is something everyone
usually does within the first month of L&T but for some reason I never went. I thought
about taking my parents one of the times they visited but instead… I kept waiting. Then
came the other day and it was time. I don’t get to exercise as much as I’d like, but this was
a day where I felt intensely inspired thanks to an earlier conversation with a professor.
“Seasonal depression be damned!” I was determined to enjoy the warmth of those colors
my Mom always raves about.
I don’t know what I was expecting, walking down that path, the sky above me not blue
but the yellow of fading leaves. The ground below littered with orange, red, and brown
decay. Each sinking step complemented by a casual gust of wind. Man, have I been
missing out all these years. And yet, there was something so right about this particular
walk that made me feel like waiting had been required. Delaying this pleasure was only
partially unconscious. I knew I would love it, but the act of waiting made it ten times
more meaningful in a way I still can’t fully understand.
On that wooden platform suspended by three trees, I sat and watched the sun begin
its descent behind the Catskills. I’m sure there’s a history to the place, from who built the
platform to the many people who have witnessed the awesome view. I gazed at the water
and wondered if they had all been as moved as I was. Then came another breeze, a simple
draft that said, “Yes… there is communion here.”

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS:
Has there been a personal topic on your mind? A moment that you can’t get out of your head, maybe even just a visual image you feel obliged to put down into words.
Something honest. Your identity will be protected. The catch is that whatever you want to say, whether it’s a confession about picking your nose, declaration about secretly
loving moderation, or even just a small story about an experience you’ve had— it must be real. To misquote A Few Good Men: we can handle the truth, the question is— can
you? Submit to observer@bard.edu, keep it small (around 300 words) and be sure to specify it’s for ObserveUs.

Pressure mounts for faculty up for tenure
By Michael Schooch

Photo/Mae Colburn

Dean Michelle Dominy discusses faculty tenure

During the past few weeks, the halls,
doors and email accounts of the Bard
community have been plastered with
messages asking both students and faculty
to write testimonies for those professors
entrenched in the process of tenure review.
However, with these testimonies due to
the Dean’s office by November 18th, many
students may not understand what exactly
tenure is and its crucial importance to both
themselves and the selected candidates.
The achievement of tenure renders a
professor nearly impossible to fire. “It
almost never happens,” said Chair of the
Faculty Evaluation Review Committee
(FERC) and Classics Professor James
Romm. As long as a professor does not
break their contract with the school, their
position is safe. “If someone is not teaching
so well or stops publishing, she cannot be
fired,” said Dean of the college Michelle
Dominy. Indeed, she could not recall any
tenured Bard professor being dismissed
during her time here.
Romm describes tenure as an old
practice, originally designed as a safeguard
for intellectual freedom among university
educators, which prevents discrimination
against their beliefs and written work. In
addition, according to Dominy, “[Tenure
acts]to make teaching and scholarship
attractive to people who might otherwise
pursue more lucrative fields.”
From a student perspective, tenure might
also be desirable as it entices professors
to stay at Bard and thus to become more
familiar with the intricacies of moderation
and senior project requirements. As head of
the Educational Policies Committee Ryan
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Gustafson stated, “Tenured professors have
more knowledge on college workings and
are more useful to advisees,” as opposed
to adjunct professors, “flitting in and out,”
who may or may not be of any help to the
students.
Tenure is not without its pitfalls however.
According to Romm, it potentially removes
some of the incentive for a professor to
publish and produce new work. “The
college is essentially making a leap of faith,
as to whether or not a candidate is a lifelong scholar,” said Romm, stressing that
it is precisely the gravity of this leap that
requires those involved in tenure review
to be meticulous. The importance of this
commitment was echoed by Dominy, who
noted that “making the best decision for
the college is critical because when you
tenure someone, you tenure for life.”
The process of tenure review is initiated
by the dean (Dominy), who informs
the faculty and student body of which
professors are up for review and solicits
written testimonies. The student-composed
Educational Policies Committee or EPC,
works in conjunction with the dean by
first actively petitioning for testimonies in
Kline and then examining them alongside
Student Opinion of Teaching and Course
(SOTC) forms. The EPC attempts to find
common trends among the comments and
testimonies, as they relate to the scores
provided on the SOTC forms, and in turn
uses this information to write a three-page
report on the given faculty member.

At this point, two other faculty members
from the candidate’s division, known as
Divisional Evaluators, write a report based
on both the EPC report and the candidate’s
file (consisting of various other testimonials
from both the Bard Community and
unaffiliated colleagues, published work, a
curriculum vitae and a collection of class
syllabi). Then the division as a whole votes
for or against tenure at which point the
relevant materials are passed on to FERC.
The committee then writes its report on the
candidate and sends this to the president,
who makes the final decision.
Each voting body decides based on its
own analysis and is not obligated to agree
with the decision of the body before it.
This means that unanimous student and
faculty support for a candidate may not
prevent the president from denying tenure.
While this makes tenure review appear
especially rigorous, Dominy stressed that,
“institutions must be quite conservative
because the risk involved is so high.” She
estimated that close to seventy percent of
reviewed candidates were tenured.
Despite the relatively high success
rate, tenure is an extremely stressful time
for those members of the junior faculty
who face review. Dominy explained that
candidates are often “under the pressure of
time, attempting to publish and sometimes
raising a family” while being scrutinized
by their colleagues.
Romm, who was first denied tenure
and finally awarded it, several years later,

by a reversal of the president’s vote had
an intimate knowledge of this stress. “In
a close-call case like my own, one cannot
avoid the feeling that one’s entire career
may ride on some very small matter,” said
Romm. “A tenure denial can easily end a
career built up over ten years or more, or at
least, force a dramatic change in venue.”
The process of review then, can
be essential to the livelihood of Bard
professors, which is all the more reason for
students to closely consider and respond
to requests for written testimonies. “Here
at Bard, student testimony is a primary
factor in allotting tenure,” said Romm.
EPC chair, Gustafson heartily agreed, “I
know they’re taken very seriously.”

Submit Testimony
by November 28
Joseph Luzzi
Gregory Moynahan
Maria Simpson
Eric Trudel

The
Environmental
Collective Meets EVERY TUESDAY
AT 7PM IN THE ROOT CELLAR
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Physics at bard:

o

a conversation with Matthew Deady
By Kenechi Ugwoke

You probably know him as the teacher with
the leaf-loving dog. The much-loved Beta
is not his only claim to fame; Matthew
Deady also happens to be a highly-trained
physicist. He boasts a B.S. in physics and
mathematics respectively at the University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, a Masters
in mathematics at the same institution, and
a Ph. D. in physics at MIT.
Observer: Tell us what got you started
on this path in life, why did you get into
physics in the first place?
Deady: Well I was always good in math
and science as a kid. I won math contents
and was one of the science nerds in my
classes. But I didn’t have physics until
my senior year of high school. Then I had
a really terrific teacher, Joe Meyer, who
really pushed me into thinking more
about not just studying some science or
math, but to study physics in particular.
And when I got to Illinois I really could
not decide between physics and math. So
I ended up doing both, just stayed at it the
whole time.

D: I don’t know how enlightened I am. But,
physics [attempts] to find fundamental
explanations of things in the physical
world…..The physicist is trying to look
at something as basic as possible. Which
means we miss a lot of the bigger details.
For instance we’re interested in taking a
lot of different phenomena and thinking
of them all in terms of some common
concepts that might not be obviously the
same. For instance, what holds molecules
together, what the friction is when you
walk across the floor, and also, what
makes lightening….They don’t appear
to have anything to do with each other,
but the physicist finds out that these
things are all particular applications or
particular examples of a fundamental
force that we discovered by looking at a lot
of different things, and reasoning out what
the underlying aspects were. So, I think
physics is trying to find the smallest, most
basic pieces of everything.
O: People wonder what physicists of today
do. Some have a firm picture of Newton
sitting under an apple tree and coming up
with the laws of gravitation. Many a time,
I have been asked what I would do with
physics after I graduate. What do physicists
of today do?

D: Oh, it’s definitely not unique. I have
the same experience when I talk to people
that I meet on the street. The issue goes far
beyond what you see now….Why people
find physics so difficult is that there are lots
of word problems and physics involves a lot
more mathematics than the other sciences.
Those two things are things that people
tend not to like and feel they’re not good
at. I understand that. What I don’t agree
with is the idea that people are inherently
incapable of doing it....I think everyone
can learn to think systematically, and that
is what physics is about. I think physics is
something everybody can do even if they
have a horrible high school experience
that turned them off because all they did
was memorize formulas that they didn‘t
understand. I wouldn’t have liked a course
like that either. I was lucky enough to have
a really good teacher who showed me that
physics was something other than that. I
think that if you take physics courses here
at Bard that is what you’re going to find.
We’re not here just for the people who are
really good at it.
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O: In your long relationship with physics,
you have come to gain a deep understanding
of the subject. In your very enlightened
opinion, what is physics about?

reactions I have come to suspect that there
might be some level of physics phobia
among the average, non-physics major.
What do you think about this and what
do you think might be the reason for this
attitude towards physics in Bard? Do you
think this attitude is unique to Bard?

O: What advice do you have for the nonphysics major who hopes not to cross paths
with physics…ever?
D: You cross paths with physics all the
time, In the real world, everything around
you is running on physical principles. I tell
my students all the time that if all they do
is figure out how to solve a problem, rather
than learn how to apply these principles
to the real world, then I fail as a teacher.
I want them to see the world differently
than they did before. I want them to look
at a bunch of things that they’re interested
in and say “wait a minute, I can figure out
why these are happening that way.”…..
I mean physicists are just kids who got
into asking questions about things around
them that puzzled them. We just find a
way to systematically try to answer these
questions.
O: Tell us a little about physics in Bard.

D: Bard physics is remarkably stable. I’ve
been here for 20 years and it’s been three
of us here in those 20 years. We’re a group
of scientists who are firmly committed
to teaching…We’re firmly committed to
teaching in the liberal arts environment
D: Like I said, we’re trying to find basic which means we think that our audience
things, but we don’t all get to be Newton is not just the physics major, it’s everybody
who just sat there under the apple tree and we really want to reach out to them.
and by the pure power of
And
so
we’ve
his mind managed to find
spent a lot of time
out fundamental laws.
creating
courses
What most of us do is Physicists are just kids and
improving
some little piece of it and
courses that any
then because there are who got into asking student would be
enough different people questions about things able to dig into and
working on it, people
get to understand
start looking at all these around them.
more
about
different applications, all
what it is they’re
these different results.
doing. It’s a small
Somebody
realizes
department with
[these things] are all tied
a lot of individual
together and they make a small advance in attention. So when one of us is teaching a
our understanding……There are particle course, the others all know that course well
physicists who learn about particles by enough that students could ask any one of
smashing them together in accelerators. us for help or for a different perspective….
That’s the kind of stuff I did for my Ph. What we want to do is help everyone build
D research….Just because everything is up their own idea of what is going on in
so specialized now, people tend to focus the world. The more viewpoints they have,
on the smaller area, but always bring to it the more systematic methods they have to
the basic ideas that they’ve learned. A lot attack problems.
of physicists teach. The kinds of things
that researchers do, even though they O: This year there are more students than
sometimes have no application to the real usual, you have forty-one students in
world, are usually motivated by questions your intro class. That’s about fifteen more
about why things do the things they do.
students than you usually have. Are you
uncomfortable with the larger crowd? Do
O: Now and again, when I make a new you feel Bard might be moving towards
acquaintance on campus and I mention the large school systems, which it has so
that I am a physics major, the typical far distinguished itself from? What are the
response is “Whoa, physics major? That consequences for the physics department?
must be tough.” Then they go on to add
that they were very bad in physics in high D: I think that Bard has always had small
school and would be glad if they never classes and I think we’ve been able to
cross paths with it again. From these preserve that in the physics department

Physics teacher Matthew Deady and his dog Beta
courses because we have labs. Yes I’ve got
forty-one students in my intro class, but
I split that up into three lab sections, so
I meet with about a dozen students for
a couple of hours a week….The course
is not big enough yet that I have to use
graders or farm out some of the work
to somebody else. I’m still doing all of it
myself. I do the grading, the labs. I write
up everything myself, I work with students
individually. Students know my office is
open for individual problems. So I think
we’re still being able to preserve that same
small individual attention style. I would be
lying if I did not say it was hard now. We’re
used to working with students for as many
hours as we need to. Now students are a
little reluctant to come for help if they think
“well he’s got forty other students.”…..
We’re trying to move towards a system that
would help us preserve what we think has
been one of the pedagogical strengths in
our department. We’re suffering growing
pains a little bit right now.
O: I randomly asked a number of nonphysics majors what they would want to
ask a physicist and a majority wanted to
know more about time travel. A student
wanted to know if the laws of nature can
allow a slip in time, a fall into the past. Is
time travel a major area of current physics
research and what are your insights in this
area?
D: It actually isn’t a major area of research.
One of the funny things about it is that if
you look at the laws of physics, nothing
tells you time travel is impossible. But I
don’t know any physicist who actually
thinks it is possible. It’s as if we believe for
non-scientific reasons that it’s impossible,
but we don’t know why. That’s actually
one of the interesting aspects. It shows
that there is something about time that we
still don’t understand. We think of it as a
fourth dimension, sort of like space and
mutable with space…
When you get down to it basically we
can move left or right in space but we can’t
move forwards or backward in time. Time
is somehow different, we just don’t really
understand how. I think there are plenty of
physicists who are looking into the whole
question of time. For instance, there are
some fundamental particle interactions

that would turn out to be different running
forward in time as opposed to backward in
time. The new accelerator in Switzerland
is going to have one facility specifically
looking out for that kind of time reversal
via experiments, and people think this
would give them deeper insights into how
time works and why it acts the way it does.
But is anyone actually working on trying
to develop a time travel machine? No. I
don‘t think anyone actually believes that is
going to be possible. Like I said we’re not
sure why, so I think we have understand
the fundamentals of time before we answer
those questions.
O: And leave the time travel to the
movies?
D: Well I think it’s fun. Those kinds of
science fictions and questions are often
the reason that some of us get interested in
physics in the first place. So, I’m not going
to disparage them and say that they’re
silly because they’re not. But time is very
complicated. Maybe within my lifetime,
probably within your lifetime we would
come to a better understanding of time.
O: You have been involved in a number of
research efforts. Tell us what has been your
most exciting research experience to date.
D: Well the research I did as a graduate
student, even as an undergraduate student
and then for the next 15-20 years after I
graduated was all nuclear physics research.
I was working in accelerator laboratories
where I scattered particles off of each
other and created new particles…..They
were the experiments I thought were very
fundamental to answering some very
important questions.
But I became more and more interested
with problems coming up with my
students…..For me the most interesting
project is always whatever I am working on
now. These days that’s whatever my seniors
are working on. Something I knew nothing
about before I came to Bard is the question
of acoustics, how instruments work. As a
physicist, I trained myself on how to ask
the basic questions. Two or three senior
projects I’ve worked on really delved into
them in very fundamental ways and I now
think that
to page nine
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Science, Phiolosoph
Madcap Mice Menace Muenster: Scientists to Blame
By Tristan Bennet
Illustrations by Mae Colburn
Anyone who has read the
seminal work If You Give a Mouse
a Cookie or spent an irreverent
evening at home with a tissue box
and rented a copy of Mousehunt
starring Nathan Lane and an
unreasonably aggressive white
quadruped, already knows that
mice are perhaps the greatest
threat to national security faced by
the current administration. What
business then, have the scientists at
Case Western Reserve University
in Cleveland, riddled with hubris
as they are, in the construction
of a super mouse? The answer is
either “every right” or Hillary
Clinton depending on your party
affiliation.
Moral ambiguities aside, the
Ohioan researchers have unearthed
a potentially massive discovery.
By forcing the over-expression of
a specific gene through sciencemagic, scientists produced a certain
enzyme. Which enzyme you
ask? Why phosphoenolypyruvate
carboxykinases, of course. Moving
on. This enzyme, ineffectually
abbreviated to PEPCK-C, spurs the
production of skeletal musculature
whose cells are chock full of
mitochondria (“The powerhouse of
the cell!”). The result is a mouse who
could kick the Energizer Bunny’s
android ass, assuming the goal was
to run aimlessly on a treadmill for
hours upon hours. And so it is.
But wait (you say with moist
eyelashes) can’t my favorite proball player Barry Bonds use this
to steal another record from the
desiccated hands of our honored
dead? Probably, one day. But the
scientists responsible for giving
us that ‘one day’ hasten to caution
against it. Scientists. Pff.
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Their reasoning is specious at best.
Researchers whine that the modified
mice are more aggressive than normal
ones and run about in their cages,
at a loss for a way to work out their
energy. Like children from broken
households they spin about, upending
dishes and striking fear into the other
mice whom they have taken to calling
“retros” in a bizarre twist that nobody
saw coming.
Besides the increased aggression
however, there do not seem to be
any identifiable negative side effects.
Describing their findings, head
researcher Richard W. Hanson
compared their abilities to famous

half-man Lance Armstrong “biking up
the Pyrenees; they utilize mainly fatty
acids for energy and produce very little
lactic acid.” After reducing the seventime Tour de France winner to the level
of a rodent, Hanson seemed satisfied
and lapsed into a sober silence.
In addition to increased cycling
ability the mice are living longer. Mice
who overproduce the enzyme PEPCKC also experience greater reproductive
longevity. They are observed to live as
long as three years – the equivalent of
watching an eighty-year-old human
pop one out in her water dish.
In lab trials the modified mice ran
over three miles at a speed of sixty-five

feet per minute on a treadmill, for up to six
hours before stopping. I ran the numbers
and that’s the equivalent of running to
Red Hook in four seconds, give or take.
The bottom-line is this: mice are gaining
on us, slowly but surely and due mostly to
our own efforts.

Bard diesel goes green
By Conor Beath

“We’re probably all going to die of global warming,
anyway,” remarked Jack Woodruff, the mastermind
behind the Bard Biodiesel Co-op. The Co-op,
sponsored in part by TLS and the Environmental
Collective, is no longer an unrealized ambition
of Woodruff’s, but an increasingly tangible
corporeality, as this past Sunday can attest. Sunday,
or “Barn Raising Day,” saw Woodruff and a few other
Co-op members assembling the pieces for the new
Biodiesel refinery on campus. In a less pessimistic
spirit than one might assume, the barn was painted
red (to comply with B&G standards) and the first
manifestation of the Co-op was born.
The Co-op, which is located behind B&G, will
probably not be functional until the Spring Semester,
because, according to Woodruff, “it’s a thing called
my senior project.” Upon first seeing the refinery,
one might be led to believe it is merely a tool shed, as
it is comparable to a large dog kennel in size. Where
the Co-op lacks in money, manpower, and, judging
from the lack of participation last Sunday, support,
it makes up for in the devotion of its members.
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Although Sunday’s Barn Raising was relatively well
circulated throughout campus email, only a small
group of about five actually showed up.
What was initially intended to be a day of
building the shed from raw materials evolved into
a day of painting and assembly when Bard College
stepped in at the last minute and offered to buy a
pre-built shed instead. Collectively, the Co-op and
all of the necessary equipment has cost the school
roughly $2,040 according to Woodruff’s estimates.
Is this money well spent, or has $2,040 gone to
waste? For Woodruff, the answer is clearly in the
affirmative. He points out that biodiesel is a readily
available alternative fuel source that can be easily
incorporated by existing diesel engines.
This is an important distinction, because, unlike
hybrid, solar, or electric energy, biodiesel requires
no new equipment from consumers who already use
diesel engines. The effectiveness of biodiesel then,
is contingent upon the number of diesel engines
within the community intended to make use of
the fuel. When asked to estimate the number of

vehicles in the Bard community that would be able
to make use of the new biodiesel, Woodruff says he’s
seen about four diesel cars. Bard-owned vehicles,
however, are explicitly forbidden to make use of
the refinery, and will be required to continue using
conventional petroleum.
So, who really benefits from the Co-op? Well, it
depends who you ask, but the philosophical value of
the cause is indisputable. As a tool for proliferating
awareness and disseminating alternative fuel
sources, the Co-op redeems what value it loses
in its inaccessibility. As Woodruff notes, we are
combating “systemic petroleum problems which
require systemic solutions.”
Co-op’s such as Bard’s Biodiesel refinery and the
nearby Hudson Valley Biodiesel Co-op are by no
means systemic solutions, but they do have value as
educational tools. For every person who is motivated
or informed by the Co-op, we begin to earn a little
of our $2,040 back.

hy and Environment
Dr light sees
the light
By Ben Bliumis
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Dr. Andrew Light
On Monday the 29th, Dr. Andrew Light delivered
a lecture-presentation entitled, “On the Promise
of Peril of Ecological Citizenship: The Case of the
Chicago Wilderness.” Dr. Light is a candidate
for the position of director at the Bard Center
for Environmental Policy (BCEP). Dr. Light’s
presentation revolved around an imperative to
create what he termed, “a culture of nature.” As a
prospective faculty member of the BCEP, Dr. Light
had an added interest in persuading the audience
of his perspective beyond the typical lecturer. For
purposes of illustration, Dr. Light used the case of
the Chicago Wilderness Project (CWP).
Chicago’s system of forest preserves are unique
in comparison to, say, the parks of New York City.
Unlike the city of New York, which has a handful
of smaller parks and one central park, Chicago’s
founding fathers intended to foster a healthy urban
environment by interlacing the
cityscape with forest: resulting in
less conspicuous yet more frequent
and pocketed forest growth. Dr.
Light described Chicago’s forests
as, “little threads that go out
through the entire city.” These
legally protected threads of forest
were relatively un-sculpted in
the 1970’s, unlike NYC’s Central
Park: which was sculpted in
detail by a wealthy elite. Enter
the Chicago Wilderness Project
(CWP), stage left, 1971.
Dr. Andrew Light takes a cultural
approach to the ecological crisis,
insisting that the creation of a
‘culture of nature’ is necessary
if we are going to avoid disaster;
this culture of nature would implicate the daily lives
and actions of the individual members of society,
calling for a transformation of material culture into
one that is more answerable to sustainability.
Light spoke of the CWP as a “paradigmatic”
example of the power for change that can be realized
in progressing the ecological health of a community’s
environment; the key factor of this ‘power for
change’ being that the CWP was designed to involve
the individuals that constitute each community.
“What they wound up doing,” explained Dr. Light,
“was to create this wonderful thirty-year experiment
in getting the public involved.”
Restoration projects work towards the cultivation
and protection of a healthy ecosystem and, like the
majority of environmental causes, they typically
use the projection of an uncorrupted past ecology
as a litmus test for health. The ecological past that
the CWP looked and continues to look towards is
the pre-Columbian ‘oak and prairie’ ecology of the
Illinois region ‘before the white man had arrived,’ as
it was termed by the CWP’s statement of objectives.
Yet when it became apparent that a true restoration of
an ‘oak and prairie’ ecology would entail large-scale
deforestation of the invader species that Europeans
had introduced into the region, the public began to
clamor about the apparent hypocrisy of the project.
Voices were raised in favor of a more moderate
restoration that promoted the health of the forests
as they more or less stood; after all, many had grown

up with these forests. On May 13, 1996, newspapers
were full of scandalous headlines. The Chicago
Times, for example, featured a headline that read,
“Guru’s Forest Restoration Plan Reads More Like
Destruction.”
The CWP remained staunch in its ‘oak and
prairie’ agenda. Forest preserves were administered
on the county level, and many of these conflicting
agendas appeared before county boards. The various
counties responded differently, and in some areas
the project was shut down. The backlash of this
cacophony was a relative paralysis of the CWP. As
Dr. Light put it, “a chill set in upon the Wilderness
initiative.” The CWP failed to exercise flexibility in
its goals, losing the support of many communities
through the alienation of their democratic voices.
This was lamentable, according to Dr. Light, because
the CWP failed to champion general environmental
progress over the narrow ideal
of restoring a pre-Columbian
ecology.
But Dr. Light’s point was
really to emphasize the success
story of the CWP as it began
to take baby steps in the way of
cultivating a culture of nature
within communities. All of its
projects were largely dependent
upon volunteer participation:
“participation as understood as
being part of a community and
accomplishing something as a
group,” explained Dr. Light.
After a number of beautiful
successes
in
ecological
restoration,
the
eventual
insensitivity of the CWP to the
democratic voice of its constituency demonstrated its
ultimate failure to foster the type of eco-citizenship
that fueled its initial promise. Light explained that
the black and white ‘all or nothing’ approach of the
CWP was misguided, especially owing to the grave
situation that today’s world faces. It is fair to say
that the narrow agenda of the CWP compromised
its larger environmental purpose by martyring the
project for a ‘pre-Columbian ideal.’ “Success is not
all or nothing,” stated Dr. Light, “especially when
we are not prudent enough to know exactly what
‘all’ is.” As a corrective, Light advocates for a more
‘Aristotelian’ approach to ecological citizenship.
Aristotle emphasizes the rewarding of virtue;
this is Dr. Light’s mantra, as opposed to a focus on
penal systems. The most meaningful change will
occur if society can be structured in such a way that
actions which benefit the community by fostering a
healthy environment are economically reward. Yet
Dr. Light’s approach calls for environmentalists to
set aside the naiveté of an all or nothing attitude,
prioritizing the creation of a culture of nature
that is its own reward as a necessary first step in
the direction of larger structural change. In order
to ground this cultural approach within a larger
framework, Light pointed to Eric Higgs’s recent
publication at MIT Press, “Nature by Design.”
Higgs breaks any successful restoration project
into three components: the ‘effective’, the ‘efficient’,
and the ‘expanded’. A project is ‘effective’ if it is

As long as we live
in a democratic
society, the potential for significant
change depends
on the values of a
critical mass of...
citizens.

materially feasible, ‘efficient’ if it is economically
feasible, and ‘expanded’ if it makes a plea to the
public’s moral-aesthetic and social culture. While
Dr. Light explained that the economic dimension is
the least developed aspect of the literature, it should
be no surprise that he declared the ‘expanded’
dimension of a project to be the most important.
Light hypothesized that, in order to strike a balance
between these three goals, “no fixed referent, such
as the insistence upon an ‘oak and prairie’ ideal
by the CWP, should be claimed for environmental
management.”
Light explained that the sustainability of a project
supported by the daily lives of individuals is worth
striving towards for its long-term promise, even if
‘effectivity’ is slightly compromised in the shortterm. “All other things being equal, increasing and
improving public participation in environmental
processes outweighs effective criteria,” said Dr.
Light. A restoration project done quickly by a hired
firm will be less sustainable in the long term if it is
housed by a community that’s material culture does
not support its maintenance.
The picture that Dr. Light hoped to communicate
became clear very quickly: 1) man’s current material
culture is not sustainable 2) sustainability efforts
that do not incorporate cultural transformation are
moot 3) larger structures will change as a result of
shifting cultural values because that is the premise
of a democracy. Under these presumptions it is clear
that environmentalists ought to maintain an active
dialogue within every local community, cultivating
a sense of ecological citizenship within the public
sphere and only appealing to legislation in an ‘us
versus them’ fashion as a last and desperate resort.
For Dr. Light sustainability is largely a matter of
inspiring people to desire the incorporation of
environmentally sound modes of being into daily
life. The alternative is a culture that feels justified in
turning a blind eye towards its own actions because
of the belief that it will be able to hire specialist firms
to mop up the blood.
Dr. Light opposed the rhetoric of “ecological
identity,” which phrases things as if we have an
obligation to “the earth.” “Our obligation is not
‘to the earth,’ but rather, ‘to the community,’”
stated Dr. Light. He explained that, “The idea is to
hold ourselves to the civic republican tradition of
inclusivity encapsulated by Aristotelian doctrine,”
implying that future restoration projects should be
designed so as to hold the public accountable for
success or failure.
I am sympathetic to a critical approach that insists
that the ecological crisis cannot be avoided by hiring
specialists to work magic behind a curtain, and I
would like to see someone with a cultural approach
like Dr. Andrew Light’s to be given the position of
director at the BCEP. I approached Dr. Light after
his talk, who explained that, “as an environmental
ethicist,” it is his opinion that, “so long as we live
in a democratic society, the potential for significant
change depends on the values of a critical mass of
voting and acting citizens.”
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a look at bard study abroad

o

By Emily Vertosick

Listening to a history lecture before
taking a trip to the Coliseum. Reading
a book at a café with a view of the Eiffel
Tower. Studying philosophy on the banks
of the Thames. Practicing Chinese at the
Great Wall. Students at Bard have studied
all over the world, from New York City
and Germany to Japan and South Africa.
Along with the chance to study at a foreign
institution, studying abroad also affords
students the opportunity to gain a sense of
another language and culture.
While the chance to visit a foreign
country, try amazing foods, and meet new
people would appeal to most students, Dean
of International Studies, Jonathan Becker
believes that students should have a clear
reason for wanting to study abroad. “Bard’s
philosophy is not that all students should
study abroad,” said Becker. While many
schools boast that a high percentage of
their student body has studied abroad, this
says nothing of the quality of the programs
in which the students were enrolled.
Becker says that, at last tally, around fortytwo percent of the student body studies
away from Bard (this includes Bard’s BGIA
program). This figure is impressive, seeing
as the Executive Committee must approve
each student’s application for a leave of
absence in order to transfer credits. This
process ensures that the programs in which
students are enrolling are academically
adequate. Students should think about
what is best for them in terms of their Bard
education, financial situation and goals for
studying abroad.
Students have three options when
choosing to study abroad: intensive
language programs, which usually involve
four weeks of study in a foreign country
after extensive study in class, independent
semester or year-long trips that are not
run by Bard, and Bard-run study abroad
options, such as the Bard Globalization and
International Affairs program in New York
City. For Bard-run programs, including the
intensive language programs, a student’s
financial aid usually travels with them. For
non-Bard programs, Bard financial aid does
not apply, but Becker says that Bard does
not discourage students from matriculating
directly into a foreign university, especially
since this is often cheaper for students. Tim
Palma, a junior who plans to study in Paris
next semester, says that it’s important to
remember that there are also a large number
of independent scholarships available for
students, such as scholarships through the
Academic Year Abroad program, and the
Gilman scholarship. Becker states that,
although some students are not able to
go abroad due to financial reasons, many
students are able to find the funds through
sources other than Bard.
Each program, whether run
independently or through Bard, affords
students with various opportunities. Some
programs require that students live with
a host family, which is important for a
student who chooses to study in a foreign
country in order to improve their language
skills. In other programs, students live
in dormitories with other students at the
college. Some programs and institutions
also give students the opportunity to study

in other disciplines, volunteer, or participate
in an internship. Students should research
programs to find one that best fits their
goals and what they hope to gain from their
experience.
The general consensus among the students,
faculty and administration interviewed was
that studying abroad through Bard is not a
hard process. A student must apply to their
respective foreign university or program,
which sometimes includes an essay or
letters of recommendation. They also must
apply for an academic leave of absence.
The Executive Committee then reviews
their application and the program they
are attending. If they have moderated and
have a 3.0 GPA or above, and the Executive
Committee approves their application,
their credits will be transferred to Bard.
If approved by the registrar, classes taken
abroad can fill distribution requirements.
Students have the opportunity to choose
a pass/fail grading system, which allows
them the opportunity to fully experience
their classes and activities without
worrying about the effect on their Bard

matthew deady

GPA, especially if their coursework is French professor, believes that studying
done in a foreign language. Even if they abroad is “absolutely essential” for language
choose to receive letter grades, these are acquisition and an appreciation of culture.
not factored into their
She recalls students
Bard GPA. Almost all
who, although they
students who choose to
had been unhappy
study abroad do it junior
with their host family
year, after moderation, to
or classes, still returned
avoid complications in
to Bard having greatly
terms of working on their
progressed in terms
senior project. Whether
of language skills.
the student chooses to go
Palma agrees that,
first or second semester,
even if he were not a
or even for a whole
French Studies major,
-Jonathan Becker
year, depends on their
he would still want
academic plan at Bard
to study abroad for
and the program they
the experience and
choose to use.
the opportunity to
Study abroad is a very
improve his language
positive experience for many students. skills.
Claire Weber, a senior who studied
For students interested in studying
abroad in Paris last semester, says she abroad, Manishka Kalupahana runs a study
“would definitely recommend it” and that abroad library located in Annandale House.
“it definitely gives you perspective.” She Students can also find more information on
spoke about how it was nice to get outside the study abroad website at www.bard.edu/
the “Bard bubble” for a while, especially globalstudy.
in terms of working on her music major.
Palma reiterates these thoughts, saying
that he is looking forward to taking a break
from academics at Bard. Odile Chilton, a

Bard’s philosophy
is not that all students should study
abroad.

from page six

some of the questions that I could
ask about strings, about vibrations
are now [better] informed than they
were when all I had was basic physics
knowledge. Doing research with my
students has helped turn out some
new ideas that I had not thought
about before.
O: What advice do you have for
physics majors out there who are
trying to make it today and for those
still trying to decide if physics is for
them?
D: One of the great things about
being a physics major is that it
really doesn’t narrow down what
you could go into afterwards. What
being a physics major does is train
you to think in a certain way and to
approach problems in a way that is
applicable to very applied things like
engineering, but also things that we
wouldn’t think of as having anything
to do with physics whatsoever. We
have students who go on to financial
work,
community
organizing,
farming, all sorts of applications.
What their physics knowledge gives
them is an attitude of “gee I can
figure this out. I can find out what
the fundamental rules are and put
that together in an interesting way.”
What we teach you is how to take
whatever the situation is, treat it like
a problem, find out more about it
and then attack it. My advice is find
something you’re really interested in
doing and figure out how to take the
methodology and the approach that
we have trained you in to apply to
that problem.

COME SEE THE OLD GYM IN ACTION!
Upcoming shows include:

#17: The Spread Eagle, November 8th & 9th @ 9pm - A sex-comedy themed jazz club musical revue, chocolate provided! Directed by Grace Schultz, Moriah Sterling, and Quinn Olbrich

True Love, November 12th-14th @ 8pm - A contemporary play directed by Kate Motzenbacker about the actions of one woman
causing a community to rethink their values.

Gypsy, November 15th-17th @ 8:30pm (Doors open for pre-show at 8:00) - A musical based on the memoirs of burlesque star
Gypsy Rose Lee, directed by Rachel Gordon of Bard Musical Theater Company.

And Tell Sad Sad Stories of the Deaths of Queens, November 28th-30th (Time TBA) – A Tennessee Williams play of a drag queen living in New Orleans and her quest for self, directed by Shawn Powell.
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The Man Might Get Pregnant if You
Fuck Him that negligently
BY TESS HALL

I love Bard College. Unlike a surprising
amount of my peers, it was my first choice.
I applied early, got in early, and have
adored it ever since I stepped on the campus and picked up that faint scent of marijuana always wafting through the upstate
New York air. What started to bother me
after having been here for a few weeks, and
what has recently begun to really piss me
off as of late, is this subtle “fuck the man”
attitude that not just the hipsters have been
touting. This is evident in the startlingly
low amount of registered voters on campus, or in the more general sense of pessimism or indifference I’ve
been hearing a lot from my
peers when holding a political discussion.
Part of the reason why
I was so attracted to this
school in the first place
was that it was such a great
departure from the ostentatious, uncultured, politically ignorant place from
where I hail. My parents
having been artsy, politically-charged hippies,
I was raised to worship
Bill Clinton and to covet the day when I
could register to vote. The only people in
my school with whom I could talk politics
were the very few teachers who felt comfortable enough to express their opinions
in a place that had a “don’t-you-dare-tryto-influence-my-child-with-your-biasedopinions” sort of vibe to it. I can sum up
the stupidity of most of my high school
peers pretty simply: In the months prior to
the ’04 election, these two girls walked up
to me, pointed at my “Kerry/Edwards ‘04”
pin and asked, “Who’s Kerry Edwards?”
Who is Kerry Edwards. Fuck.
Suffice it to say, I could not wait to be at a
school that, according to the Princeton Review, is number six on the list of “students
most nostalgic for Bill Clinton.” However,
now that I’ve been here for over a year, while
I am rather appreciative of the much larger

amount of political awareness this campus
has in comparison to many other places in
this country, it has become more apparent
to me that this is not exactly the politically
active haven I hoped it would be. Don’t get
me wrong, there are a bunch of people that
work hard everyday in campus-wide, local, and national political issues, but these
people unfortunately represent a minority
on this campus.
From what I gather, most of us at least
have a sense of what’s going on in the world
or even at this school, and most even have
some sort of opinion on it, but a whole
fuckload don’t seem
to care enough to do
anything about it.
The prime example:
voting. It blows my
mind that there is
even one person on
this campus who
doesn’t vote. (Ok, I
can make an exception for the international
students
who clearly can’t.)
In a larger, more idiotic state university
inundated with drunk blondes, I guess I
can’t expect the entirety of the population
to make it to the polls. But Bard? C’mon,
guys. Perhaps the government is a bit corrupt and our “democracy” is more farcical
than truthful, but short of actually starting a revolution, voting’s all we got. And if
every single one of those people that don’t
think their vote counts voted, it would
fucking count.
I am writing this article the night before the local elections, so I can’t refer to
the voter turnout this election day, and
even though I don’t expect the numbers to
be high, I hope I’m wrong. I truly do, especially because local politics are pertinent to
our daily lives here and I can’t believe that
at a place like Bard, not everyone realizes
that.

If every single one
of those people
that don’t think
their vote counts
boted, it would
fucking count.
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Defending Anti-Affirmative Action:
Responses to the responses

Being Against Affirmative
ACtion is Not Racist
by

Mike Levine

by

In response to the overwhelming in- the socio-economically disadvantaged and
flux of attacks against Enrico Purita’s ar- not necessarily certain races, then it is only
ticle against Affirmative Action at Bard, I logical to say that anti-Affirmative Action
feel that the highly controversial dialogue writers are against certain socio-economic
which is now present on the Bard Campus groups, not certain races. If a writer argues
would be more constructive if another ar- that an African American, by virtue of his
gument against Affirmative Action at Bard race, does not offer any diverse views, that
is introduced.
writer is not racist. Now, if a writer argues
Anti-Affirmative Action ideology has been that an African American that has suflabeled as racist as of late. I feel as though the fered prejudice and racism while living in
entire controversy is centered around races an extremely poor area does not offer any
feeling like they are at some sort of disadvan- diverse views, that writer certainly is ractage in some aspect of life, and that all races ist. Furthermore, if a writer argues that a
deserve an equal opportunity. I ask this: is poor African American offers no more dirace the only factor that places people at a verse views than those of a poor Caucasian
disadvantage? As the American Association American, that writer is not racist. Yet, if a
for Affirmative Action’s purpose paper states, writer argues that a poor African Ameri“The purpose of affirmative action is to give can growing up in a predominantly white
our nation a way to finally address the sys- area offers no more diverse views than those
temic exclusion of individuals of talent on the of a poor Caucasian American growing up in
basis of their gender, or race from opportuni- that same area, or vice-versa, that writer is
ties to develop, perform,
certainly being ignorant.
achieve and contribute”.
There is a clear line beThe purpose of Affirtween being anti-Affirmative Action, ideally,
mative Action and being
If
Affirmative
Acis to avoid prejudice tion’s focus is to aid racist; it is sad that antiand discrimination by
Affirmative Action writrace and color. Giving people who have suf- ers are considered racist
certain groups an ad- fered from socio-eco- because some racists put
vantage in the college nomic disadvantages, on an anti-Affirmative
application
process why do we label anti- Action front to express
Action their racist ideas.
does not avoid preju- Affirmative
dice or discrimination; writers as racist?
I repeat: it is not
disclosing the race and
race that makes one
names of applicants
disadvantaged, it is the
does. It is argued that
economic and social
in the college applicasituations that make a
tion setting, Affirmative Action acknowl- person disadvantaged. A Caucasian Ameredges the lack of opportunities experienced ican in a predominantly African Ameriby certain groups, specifically races, which can area is at a social disadvantage just
affect academic achievement and helps cre- the same as an African American in a preate ideological and social diversity on cam- dominantly Caucasian American area is.
pus. Race as such does not make a person Affirmative Action should not focus on the
disadvantaged nor does it make a person race of an applicant unless there is proof
diverse. However, the social implications that the applicant was at some significant
of being a certain race in a certain social social disadvantage because of race. The
setting do make a person disadvantaged social disadvantages of being a certain race
and ideologically diverse. Thus, Affirma- in a certain area creates diverse views, not
tive Action should be based on aiding the race it self.
socio-economically disadvantaged. Many
I ask you to consider the following quesargue that, at the core, Affirmative Action tions. Should schools like Bard, who seek
is based on socio-economic status. Despite students with an array of ideas, accept stuthe fact that this argument conflicts with dents based on race even if their ideas were
the purpose stated by the Association it- no way shaped by their race? If we have
self, I still hold many concerns about a so- decided we should help those who suffer
cio-economic Affirmative Action and the social disadvantage due to race, why do we
labeling of anti-Affirmative Action writers not also do so with those who suffer social
on campus as racists.
disadvantage due to their religion? If we
If Affirmative Action’s focus is to aid seek diversity of ideas within Bard, why do
people who have suffered from socio-eco- we not accept a larger amount of internanomic disadvantages, why do we label tional students? Why are we limiting disanti- Affirmative Action writers as racist? cussion about ideological diversity to race?
If in fact Affirmative Action’s goal is to aid

Islamofascism Awareness
Week Passes; Dozens notice
by Jesse

Myerson

By the time of this publication, bygone
will have been the period spanning 22-26
October, dubbed National “Islamofascism
Awareness Week” by perennial douchesquid David Horowitz. A radical in his
youth—but even then a phony opportunist, according to those who knew him—
Horowitz has seen age turn him both excruciatingly conservative and direly stupid,
foiling, once and for all, Churchill’s theory
concerning these matters. Horowitz is so
manically idiotic that one nearly gets the
sense that he’s sincere about the ludicrous
moose-shit that so furiously spews forth
from his mouth. But, alas, then one realizes how wealthy he’s getting off said spewing and that therefore he, like most other
right-wing blowhard foundation starters, is
a disingenuous megalomaniac who doesn’t
care how many Arabs are slain or democracies shattered along the bloody-path towards self-glorification. He is the founder
and director of the David Horowitz Freedom Center. Enough said? Never.
Unless you are as addicted to left-wing
blogs as I am to ABC’s entrancing “Saman-
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My Last Words on the
Affirmative Action Debate

tha Who?”, my guess is that you weren’t
even aware of this awareness week, and you
were probably the better for it. Allow me
to worsen you. Horowitz established the
week mainly as a fundraising opportunity,
but ostensibly to spread awareness about
what he calls the greatest threat ever to
have faced the United States. What is this
greatest of all threats? Does responding to
it require wearing helmets out? Right-wing
dipshit jerk-offs like Christopher Hitchens
and Andrew Sullivan propose that modern Islamism—not to be confused with Islam—bears several points of resemblance
to the European fascism of yore, most notably anti-Semitism
and the impulse to use militarism to return
to a lost glory.
Of course, these arguments represent
a gross misunderstanding of the concept
of “fascism” (though, if you think they’re
interested in what words really mean, try
parsing for their definitions things like
“mission” and “accomplished”), and the
real reason for the introduction of so
to page twelve
philosophically

Enrico Purita

I would first like to say that I am glad
to be a part of a school where refined
political arguments can take place in
an unadulterated manner within the
scope of the written word. The written
word, after all, has long been a favorite
medium for creating a healthy exchange
of ideas.
In the weeks following the article
that I wrote negating the usefulness of
affirmative action at Bard, I spoke to a
wide array of individuals. Some agreed
with my viewpoint, some disagreed, and
most were caught in the middle. I was
very happy to have created a discussion
at a place known, for lack of better
terms, homogeny in political thought.
Last week, I had a civil discussion with
an individual who disagreed with my
argument. I obtained a great deal from
this discussion despite the fact that
we respectfully agreed to disagree. In
understanding where we were coming
from, we were able to take into account
many factors and truly analyze the
affirmative action program.
While I was pleased to see that there
were also two written responses to my
article in the last issue of the Observer
(disagreement, after all, is the way we
learn), I found it both troubling and
disappointing that the authors of the
responses not only misconstrued my
argument, but washed it of its casespecific subject manner in a sea of false
accusations and assumptions.
It is hard to write a response to
rebuttals tagged with accusations of
racism. It is also disappointing. As I said
in my original argument, the core focus
of Bard College is individual thought
and open-mindedness. It is clear after
reading the responses that openmindedness, for certain individuals,
only applies when it is in accordance
with their own system of thought.
Who would’ve thought that an article
focused on stressing the importance of
individualism over groups, breaking
color barriers, and reiterating the color
blindness of the diversity of the human
mind would be met with such malicious
statements?
Referring to the ideas of my article
as part of a “larger nation-wide racist
backlash” or an example of “blatant
racism” is a complete misrepresentation
of everything put forth in my article.
Furthermore, while these monumental
accusations are put forth, there are no
citations of the text to back this up.
An accusation of racism is simply a
weak counterargument. Both responses
group my argument within the scope
of the nation-wide affirmative action
debate while ignoring the obvious fact
(looking to my headline would be a
start) that my article was solely focused
on the inclusion of affirmative action at

institutions focused on individualism
like Bard. However, I will touch on some
of the points made about the affirmative
action system in general.
The opening lines of the letter to the
editor response expose the reader to the
first f laws in the responses. The author
admits that affirmative action is f lawed
but criticizes my reasons for not needing
affirmative action. Admitting that a
program has f laws is the first admission
that the program needs radical reform
or an entirely new program needs to be
put in place.
Nowhere in my article did I say that there
is not a problem with the accessibility of
a college education. There ought to be
a program that does not group people
based on race. Race and economics are
not one and the same. Economics issues
are the main problem with obtaining
a sound high school and college
education. Yes, it is true that minorities
in this country do tend to face increased
economic hardships. But this is not the
case with all minorities and affirmative
action does not take individual cases
into account. It is a system focused
on general trends, and to bring this
argument rightfully back within the
scope of Bard, why should Bard, a private
institution focused on accepting the
most creative and potentially innovative
minds, use general trends as a focus of
the admissions process?
My job as a journalist is to be critical.
It is up to those in Washington to weave
a solution to the problems involving
universal education. Just because I
advocated against the use of affirmative
action (at Bard specifically) does not
mean that I do not believe in a more
effective, less f lawed program that will
help every American have access to the
universal right of education.
Being grouped with the rest of the
white male population in a psychological
acceptance stage is actually something
that I am glad the author of the article
response brought up. Not only does this
show the inherent problem with grouping
individuals based on race and/or gender
that affirmative action does, but it also
shows the troubling assumptions made
by “open-minded” individuals. The
authors loved to mention my status as
a white male, but they evidently forget
to mention the fact that I am here at
Bard due to a large financial aid package
coming from a hardly middle class
family of six. See the problem with
assumptions? Using race as a barometer
for economics is the foundation for the
fundamental problem with affirmative
action on the national scale.
By criticizing my statement of “all men
are created equal and each individual is
capable of creative thought” through the
to page twelve
use of a

Bards Silent Majority

Opinion

o

By Andreas Knab and Philipp Penka
The criminal activity perpetrated
by Schroeder & Co. is shocking by any
measure; that any student should so
crassly abuse the trust and privilege
vested in him is simply baffling and
unbecoming of any Bardian. Surprising it
is not; here is a guy who is lagging behind
his class by two years because he has been
expelled twice already for drug related
incidents. What is surprising, however,
is the response the events of October 7
evoked, judging by the contributions to
our student publications. Article after
article, authors betrayed the intellectual
mission of the college, bemoaned the
administration’s course of action, and
defended their positions employing
pitifully weak arguments. This requires
some explanation. How can it be that
at a distinguished institution of higher
learning students seek to defend ignoble
behavior without even a nod to common
sense?
Let there be no mistake: Gregory,
Zakhar, and Elliott have done our
community a tremendous disservice.
For the sake of their own enrichment,
they reinforced the myths about Bard’s
pervasive drug culture, and undermined
the hard effort of more exemplary
students to make their education count
for something. This was no victimless
crime. Membership in our community
is a privilege, and it comes with certain
responsibilities derived from the fact
that in our endeavor we are highly
interdependent and gladly so. At Bard, we
take pride in holding ourselves to a higher
standard than society at large would and
that pride was selfishly snubbed. Let
us be united; no matter how the judges
rule, we will hold such irresponsible and
destructive conduct in contempt. But we
can hardly expect such offenders to be
deterred by social reproach alone, which
Gregory has demonstrated ad nauseam.
That is why today we call upon President

Botstein to enforce an “abuse it and lose
it”-policy: those who abuse the privilege
bestowed upon them so as to warrant
expulsion should be disqualified from
gaining readmission, for good.
The question of how to deal with bad
apples is an easy one. But why students
would defend such
detrimental behavior at
first eludes an answer.
As for the various
defenses
made
on
behalf of Moe, Larry
& Curly, these barely
merit a response. We
therefore circumvent a
superfluous refutation
of this sophistry and
instead challenge anyone
who disapproves of the
college’s handling of
this affair to produce a
precedent where a blind
eye was turned to such
severe crimes on a large
scale, not to mention a
legal grounding.
More disconcerting
were those arguments trumpeting
imagined rights not of the accused but of
the student body. Much to our surprise,
we found the abuse, manufacturing,
and distribution of drugs described as
– relish the thought – “civil liberties.”
Luckily, only the fewest Bard students
succumb to such blatant idiocy; but like
Mr. Schroeder’s behavior, these are but
statistical outliers of undesirable trends.
The articles written in favor of leniency
on drug abuse give to believe that such
activity has a more corroding effect on
intellectual vigor than is often presumed
at Bard. Who are these people that flout
common sense? And how is Bard able
to win high repute when the gifts of a
prestigious liberal arts education are so
obviously lost on some?

Wisdom comes, as it so often does,
when we look to Richard Nixon for
guidance. In 1969, the thirty-seventh
president spoke of a ‘silent majority’ and
meant the majority of Americans who did
not join the demonstrations against the
Vietnam War, who did not engage in riots
and attacks on police
officers, and who were
overshadowed by the
more vocal minority.
This majority had
neither the time
nor the interest to
participate in a banal
public
discourse
and instead focused
steadfastly on nobler
pursuits. At Bard, we
may perceive a similar
silent majority, that
larger part of the
student body that
neither abuses drugs
nor has the time to
practice ill judgment
defending
such
criminal conduct, but
instead pursues the intellectual mission of
this college. By that same token, we can
account for the monotony of arguments
in the papers: the same foolishness that
leads a small minority to abuse drugs also
leads them to devote time to defending
this conduct publicly and poorly. This
insight should inspire the administration
to further crack down on illicit activity,
for it will not only bring the college back
into the borders of the law, but also back
on the path of promoting an intellectually
stimulating environment.
Drug abuse stifles intellectual curiosity
and vigor, and the very least the president
must do to protect the majority of students
that strives for academic excellence from
the minority that does not is to enforce
the law. Today, we call upon President

Drug abuse stifles
intellectual curiosity and vigor,
and the very least
the president must
do to protect the
majority of students. . . is to enforce the law.

My Last Words on affirmative action
from page twelve

psychological system of thought focused
on pegging each white male in the same
category, the author simply discredits
herself. Taking an ambiguous statement
of the simple fact that all individuals
are capable of creative thought and
criticizing it using my status as a white
male hardly merits a response. It’s an
unfortunate circumstance in our society
today when a statement on the equality
and greatness of humankind is turned
into evidence of a white male power
trip.
The article also questions my knowledge
on minorities and affirmative action by
stating that I did not take into account
the fact that affirmative action benefits
all minorities, and that I ought to “google
search” the word “minority.” Not only is
this another baseless assumption, but it
also brushes away all the points that I
made in my article. It is not conducive
to having an atmosphere of openmindedness when one’s main points

are set aside and ignored in favor of
accusations of racism and a denunciation
of intellect. Though admittedly my
knowledge of the “acceptance stage” of
my white male “belief in the democratic
ideal” is lacking research.
Both authors fall into the unfortunate
trap of categorization and assumption.
No, I am not a racist. Questioning the
role affirmative action plays in creating
an individualistic environment and
criticizing its disregard for economics
does not warrant such accusations. It
is a differing opinion that I am glad
to have introduced to the select few
individuals living too far inside the
Bard bubble. I sincerely hope that future
counterarguments are not met with such
shock and malicious disgust.
I enjoy the healthy debate that came
from this article but these are my last
words on the matter. I have hope for
our society. This hope stems from a
belief that open-mindedness is the true

passageway to peace. I love and enjoy all
opinions on each and every matter and
I hope that not only for my sake, but for
the sake of my fellow journalists, that
individuals at Bard keep in mind the
importance of opinion and debate while
straying far, far away from the realm of
assumptions and accusations. This is the
key to a greater collegiate atmosphere
and the key to a greater nation.
For this I turn to a man who truly does
understand the importance of equality
and coming together. Senator Barak
Obama stated not too long ago, “There is
not a liberal America and a conservative
America. There is the United States of
America. There is not a black America
and a white America and Latino America
and Asian America. There’s the United
States of America.” From my relatively
lowly position here as a contributor for
The Observer, I hope that we, as a whole,
can remember that statement in our
daily lives.

Islamofascism

Horowitz distributed to publicize the
week’s events, seems to be, upon further
investigation, a still from a Dutch movie.
By way of allaying your fears, it appears,
having withstood the stoning incident,
the actress has gone on, undeterred,
to appear in several of Holland’s more

popular television programs. That jizzbeard Horowitz still is invited to complain very loudly and obnoxiously on
any number of television shows about a
phenomenon that he has imagined and,
even more loudly and obnoxiously, about
the undue criticism visited upon him for

from page twelve

befuddled a term into the political lexicon is that it conveniently links all people of Islamic heritage who the United
States wishes to exterminate with a bygone ideology the United States was fortunate enough to have helped exterminate. But even were Islamofascism more
than a manufactured phenomenon, New
York Times Op-Editorialist Paul Krugman points out that calling it the greatest threat we’ve ever faced “would be
funny if it weren’t so serious:” “A bunch
of lightly armed terrorists,” Krugman
formulates Horowitz’ argument, “and
a fourth-rate military power [Iran’s] —
which aren’t even allies — pose a greater
danger than Hitler’s panzers or the Soviet nuclear arsenal ever did.”
So based in fiction is the idea of Islamofascism that the disgusting depiction of the practice of stoning and
burying a woman alive for her sexual indiscretion, the image used on the poster

Botstein not only to encourage but to
enforce the law, not because of legal
liabilities but because of a moral duty
to safeguard a dynamic and qualitative
learning environment. And we call upon
you, to take a moment and reflect on why
you are here and on the ambitions you
brought with you. We can be confident
that the great majority will insist on our
right to receive a superior education: that
means being critical; that means being
vocal; that means being resolute. It is not
the easy way. It is the right way. Let us
be united, then, in our common cause of
renewing the currency a Bard education
has to offer.
We, the authors of this article, would
much rather be focusing on those nobler
goals Bard’s silent majority pursues:
striving for academic excellence, engaging
in an exchange of ideas, contributing to
extracurricular activities. But we cannot
allow policy to be dictated by the minority
who hold an absurd point of view and
who try to impose it on our community
by mounting demonstrations. If a vocal
minority, however fervent its cause,
prevails over reason and the will of the
majority, this college has no future as a
renowned institution of the liberal arts
and sciences.
And so today – to you, the great silent
majority of our fellow students – we ask
for your support.
For comments and questions, e-mail
ak367@bard.edu or pp963@bard.edu.

A letter regarding
A Photo a Day and
February 29
In the last issue of the Observer Becca Rom-Frank wrote, “One such mystery is the absence of nearly all pictures
from the vertical column representing
February 29.”
At first I assumed Becca was making a joke, but a joke in that spot seems
out of the question. So I read it again.
OK, Becca had a little brain cramp (or
somehow missed the news that every
four years WE ADD A DAY TO MAKE
THE CALENDAR WORK). Even
worse, apparently nobody at the Observer understands leap years. I’d like
to be charitable and assume that the
current editors are as impaired as Observer editors I remember, but I think
even my drug-addled classmates would
have jumped all over that gaffe. There
are things about the Mayan calendar
that seem mysterious, but leap years?
Not so strange.
James Rodewald
Class of 1982
Brooklyn, NY
having created so farcical a week, calling
the left “a lynch mob” who has “tarred
and feathered” him for his views. From
rhetoric like that, one might almost mistake him for... I don’t know: someone
who isn’t a bigoted twatvomit. Almost.

TheGenderBlenderThe Gender Blender
A Weekend of Exploration, Gender Bending, and Drag

November 15-18
Sponsored by individual students, QSA, First-Year Experience Office, and Student Activities.
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Arts and entertainment

Book
Review:

The People of Paper
by Salvador
Plascencia
B G
D

y race wyer
Plascencia’s debut novel tells of first love and loss, a gang’s
battle for autonomy against an omniscient narrator, the
bitterness of limes and lips split by paper. Every word and
image matters here. The stylization of both prose and page is
self-conscious but never self-indulgent. The trappings enhance
rather than detract from the work’s import, rendering a tale of
a fluid community fraught with coincidence and convergence
and harkening back to writings by the likes of Borges and
Marquez. Simply stated, this is a story of human sadness,
elegantly and masterfully constructed from many disparate
voices: a narrative of people both of paper and flesh.
Antonio is an origami artist turned surgeon who has the power
to make paper come to life. Merced de Papel, the first women
made of paper, is the product of his blood and sweat. She leaves
him, wounded, on the floor of a factory, the coordinates of
which have been erased from the annals of human knowledge,
to encounter Fredrico de la Fe on a bus to L.A. Fredrico de la Fe
is a chronic bed-wetter abandoned by his long-suffering wife.
He is traveling with his small daughter, Little Merced, to begin
a new life in El Monte, California.
And thus the novel begins in earnest. The physical pages of
the book are divided into clean columns, each narrated by a
different character. We hear the stories of Fredrico and Little
Merced, Rita Hayworth and the lettuce picker she lost her
virginity to, a Baby Nostradamus incapable of human interaction
(his columns consist of black boxes) but wise to the fates of
both the paper and wider world. We meet Saturn, an alias for
Salvador Plascencia himself, and as his (fictional) personal life
disintegrates we hear the voices of Liz, the girlfriend that left
him for another, and Cameroon, the fatherless and emotionally
damaged girl he turns to for comfort.
The central plot revolves around Fredrico de la Fe and El
Monte’s hometown gang as they fight against Saturn, the
to page fourteen

Current
Cinema
American
Gangster

dir. by Ridley Scott
U.S.A.; 156 minutes
Rated R

By Tom Houseman
Rarely does one find film music as captivating as Marc
Streitenfeld’s score for Ridley Scott’s film American Gangster. Streitenfeld’s music—only the second movie score he
has composed—pervades the film in an incredibly powerful
way, and does a fantastic job of adding to the tone and atmosphere of the film. In fact, Ridley Scott creates excellent tone
and atmosphere in American Gangster, which is set mainly in
1970s Harlem. That’s right: over two and a half hours of outstanding tone and atmosphere, and absolutely nothing else.
There really is extraordinarily little that is good to say about
American Gangster beyond Streitenfeld’s music. The two main
characters, drug lord Frank Lucas (Denzel Washington) and
cop Richie Roberts (Russell Crowe) are painfully one-dimensional and very poorly developed. It is difficult to create an interesting film with one-dimensional main characters, but the
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1 on 1

with
John Turturro

On November 1st, I sat down for
a phone call with one of the busiest
actors in the world, John Turturro.
His filmography is as impressive
as they go. We talked about Romance
& Cigarettes, a film he wrote, directed.
According to Turturro, the film
reflects the neighborhood he grew up
in, and it is made with a love of the art
that is undeniable in him. I’ve seen it
twice, once at a rough cut screening a
few years ago during studio ownership
troubles, and again on Halloween night
at the Quad Cinemas in Manhattan.
Turturro has made a movie you
must see. Romance & Cigarettes is the
freshest breath of air to hit the movie
theaters in ages. See it at Upstate Films
in Rhinebeck starting November 16.

By Henry Casey ‘06
Henry Casey: You made your ensemble indie film,
“Romance & Cigarettes,” while Jim Jarmusch had just
released his ensemble indie film, “Coffee & Cigarettes.”
What was the debate like between you both over
titles?
John Turturro: None at all. He’d been making his film
over a series of years. I don’t know him, I didn’t know
about his project until we had started filming. I’m just
glad he didn’t take “Romance” too.
HC: You have this stellar cast of actors: James
Gandolfini, Susan Sarandon, Kate Winslet, Mary
Louise Parker, Christopher Walken, Aida [Turturro],
Eddie Izzard, Steve Buscemi; was it at all intimidating
to get them dancing and singing?
JT: Not really, because everybody trains and gets to
know each other. We had theater exercises and games,
physical training and they developed into a breathing
unit. They’re a great cast and they’re doing something
that, as you said, they’ve never done. I wanted visceral
performers. James is really beautiful, as Susan is strong.
As for Kate, it would be impossible to be better at that
role, as a supporting role, as she is.
HC: The scene where Cousin Bo (Walken) performs
Tom Jones’ “Delilah” has been touched on by every
critic, from Stephen Holden’s NY Times piece to the
great review on Salon.com. It seems so natural for him,
any chance that was shot one take?
JT: Christopher’s a dancer, we worked on that prior
to shooting. In the studio, he didn’t want it to be
choreographed. His name for choreographers is
hairdressers. He can still dance, his feet are a little
damaged but he can still move his upper body. We’ve
known each other for years now; we share certain
kinds of humor. He’s a big Elvis fan, and so was the
cousin of mine I based the character on.

way that writer Steven Zaillian structures his
screenplay makes it impossible. The focus of the
film is Lucas’ rise to power as he becomes the
most powerful drug kingpin in New York, and
Richie’s attempts to take down Lucas. Much of
the film is spent contrasting Lucas’ charisma and
charm with Richie’s boorishness, and although
this perspective could have been summed up in
a few minutes, Zaillian and Scott felt the need to
hammer it in over the course of 156 minutes.
Even with two excellent actors in the lead
roles, Zaillian’s script is so flawed that the
movie is never able to recover. Lucas is portrayed as a borderline-psycopath who is obsessed with power, which he hides behind his
façade of a family man. There is absolutely no
way for anyone to sympathize or relate to Lucas, which is a shame because he is a fascinating character and, if he were explored as an
actual person, American Gangster would have
made for a great biopic. Instead, Zaillian contrasts Lucas with Richie, the only non-crooked
cop in New York City. Richie is an incredibly
dull character, and the subplot of his custody
battle with his ex-wife over his son is irrelevant to the events of the film. Had Zaillian
chosen to remove much of Richie from the
film, and instead further developed Lucas as a
complex character, American Gangster would
have been a much better film, and hopefully a
much shorter one.
Ridley Scott does very little as a director
to salvage Zaillian’s script and keep American Gangster from crashing and burning.
Scott, as mentioned above, recreates the
ambiance of 1970s New York thoroughly,
to page fourteen

HC: Speaking of Elvis fans, the character Fryburg
(Bobby Canavale) seemed like another great and
purposeful anachronism based on name alone. Never
heard a name like that in my life.
JT: Fryburg, there was a guy named Fryburg in my
neighborhood.
HC: That’s odd.
JT: Maybe that wasn’t his name. Maybe we just called
him that, yeah, I think he was some kid whose last
name ended in ‘burg.’ This comes from my family, and
it’s an Italian past time of changing names and cutting
them short. When I was trying to come up with the
name, I wrote all of them down, and they were things
my father and brother made up.
HC: Did you have any interesting made up names?
JT: Did I? Well, one I won’t say aloud, but, I had some.
(Pause) Constance, which Mary Louise’s character’s
name in the film, Oliver Hardy, cause I was chubby as
a kid, Johnny Johnstons, Sabu, bird, Captain Afro.
HC: There was something about “Romance &
Cigarettes” where the cast felt like a long-term troupe
than an ensemble.
JT: And that’s what can be amazing about some large
cast movies, as opposed to the movies about two or
three people. The rest you never see, a few are off in the
background, romantically neutered.
HC: Neutered, the last word you’d think of with
this movie. I loved some of the more raunchy
anachronisms, like Whoremaster, which was great for
Kitty (Sarandon)
to page fourteen

In the news...
On Monday morning, the Writers Guild of America, which
represents over 12,000 film and television writers, went on strike
a result from failed contract agreements with the Alliance of
Motion Picture and Television Producers.
Hollywood’s guilds, with their elite membership, have been
seen by executives as a necessary, if sometimes pesky, adjunct in
a business where many workers are employed project by project.
The unions help administer health and pension plans, sort
through credits, and impose structure on the seeming chaos of
movie and television production sets.
Although the Writers Guild went on strike in 1988 for five
months, costing the industry $500 million, their current contract
demands signify an important cultural shift in the way we access
media. The guild is now demanded payment from producers that
result from DVD sales and content delivered via the Internet.
While the guild wants to setup a new business model for the
future, the producers do not want to offer any money that result
form these revenues. It has been suggested that the Alliance use
new revenue to cover rising costs, but they won’t seem to budge.
And the people most effected by this power struggle, besides the
writers and their families, will be the public who tune in every
day to watch their favorite shows or travel to the cinema to see
a film.
What do you think of these artisans whose work is being
drastically effected by Internet downloads and the use of free
media? Is it right to download movies and TV shows? A&E will
feature your opinions next issue. Respond to: bardobserver@
gmail.com

A&E o
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narrator who for the sake of his art wishes to
commodify and trivialize the sadness, both
epic and temporal, of their daily existence.
“Right now, as I say this, we are part of
Saturn’s story,” says Fredrico. “Saturn owns
it. We are being listened to and watched, our
lives sold as entertainment. But if we fight
we might be able to gain control, to shield
ourselves and live our lives for ourselves.”
As the author loses control of his cast
of characters, columns shift sideways on
the page and blocks of text are obscured by
black boxes and circles. The line between
fiction and reality is warped, with broken
hearts and self-inflicted physical pain
aligning the experience of such unlikely
figures as Napoleon Bonaparte, who
suffered his whole life from lost love, and
Fredrico himself, who burns and cuts his
bare skin at night to forget his beloved wife,
Merced.
This is a book about the wounds that arise
from loving a woman made of paper. It is also
about the healing power of Oaxacan songbirds
and a gang that grows strawberries and
carnations for a living. It is about prophecies

Salvador Plascencia’s novel The People
of Paper recieved the 2008 Bard Fiction
and magic, the death of a wrestler-saint,
mechanical tortoises, and women whose
teeth rot because they cannot live without the
sweet acidity of lime on their tongues.
Salvador Plascencia received the Bard
Fiction Prize for his first novel, The People
of Paper, published in 2005 by McSweeney’s.
He will be writer-in-residence at Bard for
spring semester 2008, at which time he will
give a public lecture, speak informally with
students, and continue his writing.

A typical paragraph:
“She was made after the time of ribs and mud. By papal decree there were
to be no more people born of the ground or from the marrow of bones. All
would be created from the propulsions and mounts performed underneath
bedsheets—rare exception granted for immaculate conceptions. The
mixing pits were sledged and the cutting tables, where ribs were extracted
from pigs and goats, were sawed in half. Although the monks were devout
and obedient to the thunder of Rome, the wool of their robes was soaked
not only by the salt of sweat but also by that of tears. The monks rolled
down their heavy sleeves, hid their slaughter knives in the burlap of their
scrips, and wiped the hoes clean. They closed the factory down, chained
the doors with Vatican-crested locks, and marched off in holy formation.
Three lines, their faces staring down in humility, closing their eyes when
walking over puddles, avoiding their unshaven reflections.”

Green Onion Recipies

By Lalita Wint

Chocolate Drizzled Crispies
Ingredients:
2-3 Cups Special K Cereal
1 Bar Hershey’s Milk Chocolate
1 Stick Butter or Margarine
½ Bag Marshmallows
Instructions:
1. Melt 1/3 stick of butter in
large saucepan on medium heat.
Add ½ bag of marshmallows
and stir constantly until
marshmallows and butter mix
into a uniform consistency.
2. Add 2-3 cups of Special K
cereal into the pan, stirring
constantly until cereal is completely covered in marshmallow. Once mixed,
place mixture on a flat dry surface, preferably a cookie sheet or a plate.
3. Rinse out saucepan. Add ¼ stick of butter and melt on low-medium heat.
Add 1 bar of chocolate to pan and stir until fully melted. With spoon, drizzle
the chocolate onto the cooling Cripsies. Let sit until fully cooled. Enjoy!
Price if bought at the Green Onion: $9.25
Tip: Place Crispies on a cookie sheet or plate covered with wax paper, tin foil,
or saran wrap to make it easier to cut and serve pieces.
Don’t forget! November is Diversity Month at the Green Onion.
Interview from previous page
to use against her husband Nick Murder
(Gandolfini).
JT: An anachronism? Really? I grew up
hearing a lot of words like that in my
neighborhood. ‘Whore master,’ that was
more like hoo-ah master. Hoo-ah, which
actually came from “sewer.”

Gangster from previous page
and takes pains to place the events of
the film in the historical context of
the Viet Nam War, which was taking
place at the same time as Lucas’ rise to
power. Why, might you ask, is the Viet
Nam War so important to this film,
other than as a plot point? Frankly, it
isn’t. Scott’s continual references the
Viet Nam War do not speak to any
underlying theme in American Gangster, and really only add to the already
mammoth running time of his film.
Scott must have a deal where he gets
paid per minute of film, as the film’s
painful 156 minutes is just the latest in
a series of epics that are 155, 144, and
145 minutes long. Clearly nobody has
told Scott that brevity is the soul of
wit, as American Gangster is severely
lacking in brevity, wit, and soul.
To further break down Scott’s
directional faults would be to ruin the
ending of the film for anyone who

American
Gangster
now playing at:

Lyceum
Cinemas
139 South Broadway
Red Hook

wants to waste their night watching
American Gangster. Suffice it to say that
the end of the film is almost captivating,
but Scott drains any tension by playing
out these scenes far too long and making them painfully overdramatic. It is
a thoroughly disappointing ending that
would have marred a great film, but instead merely serves as another example
of what is wrong with American Gangster.
Washington does what he can with
the poorly developed role of Frank Lucas. Certainly he was perfectly cast to
play a man who can be both charismatic and cruel, and he does a good job
with it, but considering the far more interesting and complex roles that Washington has played in Malcolm X, The
Hurricane, and Training Day, it’s easy
to feel like this is a performance Washington could give in his sleep. By comparison, Crowe might in fact have been
asleep during filming, as his character
is so boring that it must have been difficult for him to stay awake. Of course,
with no other character even remotely
developed—the other cop is pure evil
and Lucas’ wife is very attractive; thus
ends the summary of the supporting
characters—and the film dragging on
and on without making any point beyond the initial contrast of Lucas and
Richie, the audience might join Crowe
in his nap. It would certainly be a better
use of time than sitting through American Gangster.

HC: The dirt of the movie, which is amongst
its romance, is what really lets the movie
roll. Like the rapid-fire vulgar rhymes near
the beginning.
JT: Those rhymes are connected to the
inspiration for the movie, exactly where
it comes from, is I was reading a Charles
Bukowski book called “Women.” Looking
back, it coulda been rated XXX. Later I
was looking at his poetry and at pop songs
lyrics and that’s what inspired this all. To
write something that felt like what would
have been if Bukowski collaborated with
Bruce Springsteen. It’s the world I grew up
in. Building-side guys, if you listen to them
you realize they’re poets. Same with Casey
Stengal, the Mark Twain of baseball. The
movie has the need for the spiritual and the
need for the flesh. I thought it would be fun
to combine them, and especially to have
the women get their side of the story out.
HC: How has the support been for the
movie, which, if people do not know, you’re
basically self-releasing?
JT: There’s been a lot of support for it. Joel
& Ethan Cohen have been of tremendous
help to this movie, even in the editing.
Audiences love it, part of that is people love
humor; people like to laugh, and hopefully
it’s a laugh with recognition of the truth in
the film. People have really loved it, and
that’s why I’ve put in the effort to share it.

Henry Casey (’06) was a Writer and
Editor at the Observer from 20022006. He works in publishing and
loves David Simon’s “The Wire.”
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Putting on some pounds
for the winter months

Rachel Meade,
Grace Dwyer, Mae
Colburn, Lizzie
Munro, Joy Baglio,
Jason Mastbaum,
Mae Colburn, Justin Leigh, William
Kwok, Elvia Pyburn-Wilk, Ted Hall,
Ben Bliumus

Taking a long nap

contributors:

Mischa Nachtigal,
Sarah Leon, Frank
Brancely, Ben Bliumus, Jesse Myerson, Lalita Wint,
Sofia De Guzman,
Kenechi Ugwoke,
Conor Beath, Lauren Dunn, Jonah
Triebwasser, Mette
Loulou von Kohl,
Alexandra Corrigan, Laurie Husted,
Nicole Halpern,
Michael Schooch,
Tristan Bennet, Tom
Houseman, Henry
Casey, Andreas
Knab, Philipp Penka, Jesse Myerson,
Enrico Purita, Mike
Levine, Emily Vertosick, Tess Hall,

A steaming mug of
hot cocae

Figs, prunes, and
raisins as healthful
snacks (with satisfying repurcussions).

Make pizza

Free condoms from
the dimestore- Stock
up for chilly winter
nights!
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oilspill coverup
abridged version

by

http://inside .bard.edu/campus/publications/archive/

From the

Archives

A my Foster

The smell of fuel oil still lingers
in the air around the Old Gym
and the Olin parking lot almost
five months after the oil spill of
last November. Its last remnants
are currently being cleaned up by
Buildings and Grounds (B&G) staff,
and this process is occasionally
being overseen by the New York
State Department of Environmental
Conservation (NYSDEC) officials.
Recent investigation into some
of the questions raised in the last
Observer spill update (February 23)
have yielded several controversial
details, as well as provoked even
more questions as to the actual
truth about the spill.
Many of the previously reported
“facts” from Bard staff concerning
the oil spill which took place in
the federal wetlands near the Olin
parking lot seem to conflict with
actual written reports released
by the NYSDEC. First of all, the
date of which the spill took place
was originally reported by Dick
Griffiths, Director of Physical Plant,
to have occurred on November 19,
however he has only recently stated
that the B&G staff detected the
smell of oil in the vicinity the night
before, although a search crew was
unable to locate the source until the
next morning. Chuck Simmons,
Director of B&G, confessed that he
was aware of the “pungent smell”
since November 11, yet the call to
the NYSDEC, alerting them of the
spill, was not made until November
19, and by Griffiths.
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A NYSDEC spill report was
issued for the Student Denter (a.k.a.
Olin parking lot) spill and called
into the NYSDEC by Griffiths on
November 19. The actual spill date
that he reported was November 17,
which was justified by his recorded
remarks that “they’ve had odor
of fuel oil in area- today (Nov. 19)
located.” He also reported that the
spill cause was “deliberate,” meaning
an outside party dumped the oil,
however, Griffiths has amended this
statement, reattributing the cause of
the spill to 12 holes, approximately
the size of drinking straws and
which formed owing to corrosion,
that were found on the underside of
tank #8, one of the two tanks buried
underneath the Olin parking lot.
The NYSDEC Spill Response
and Prevention Program records
indicate that the leaking tank, tank
#8, was on the north side of the Olin
parking lot, heavily impacting the
area at the southern end of the lot,
near the wetlands. Because of the
concentrated damage to this area
it was noted by NYSDEC to “check
other possible tanks” that might
have also leaked nearby. The oil spill
was estimated to cover four or five
acres of the wetlands (approximately
half of a mile).
David Weitz, from the NYSDEC
Spills Department for Putnam and
Dutchess Counties, was the first
representative at the spill site and
noted on Nov. 19 that there was
“a one-inch layer of product over
approximately 800 square feet

surface” of the skating pond north
of the parking lot.
The interesting thing about
nature is that sometimes it prevents
manmade disasters, as exemplified
in this case. Weitz noted that a
large chunk of ice was preventing
a massive pool of oil from flowing
downstream in the Sawkill tributary
that runs parallel to Route 9G. The
pool had formed approximately
where the absorbent sponge dam,
constructed by Ira D. Conklin
& Sons Inc. (the company called
in to assist B&G with the cleanup), is currently located. The dam
forms the southernmost boundary
of the spill and is adjacent to and
immediately behind the homes
of Professor Terry Dewsnap and
Professor Chinua Achebe and also
happens to be in the “front yard” of
B&G.
The NYSDEC made several
remarks on November 19 which
were included with Griffiths’ calledin report; most importantly they
included the NYSDEC estimate of
how much fuel oil had spilled into
the nearby wetland. The report
says that approxiametly 2,000 to
4,000 gallons were spilled, yet this
estimate was made on the first day
the NYSDEC arrived at the site, so
the actual number of gallons spilled
may be higher. The NYSDEC report
states that it is “most likely that
more (than 4,000 gallons) actually
was lost.”
Griffiths’ report also stated “the
source” of the spill to be a “storm

drain” that “runs into wetland/
swamp area.” It is suspected that
the oil leaked from the tank into the
storm drainage pipe, according to
Weitz. Yet, when questioned about
this storm drain, Griffiths denied its
very existence. On the other hand,
Simmons stated that the oil had
flowed “out of the berm and into the
storm drain at the south end of the
parking lot.”
Simmons commented that the
clean-up is far from over, even
though B&G staff is continually
replacing absorbent sponges and
sandbags and monitoring the
stream everyday. “Every time it
rains, more oil is washed into the
stream from the wetland,” Simmons
added. Several questions are still
unanswered, and may remain that
way unless corresponding facts
emerge at a later date.
These include: how much oil
actually spilled. Why did PetroChem inspection results pass tank
#8, while Conklin’s inspection test
failed it. What are the specifics on
the Tewksbury spill and the possible
tank leak at Woods Studio? What
is the “inventory discrepancy”
mentioned in the Spill Prevention
and Recovery Program report?
What was the outcome of both the
Public Water Source sampling of the
stream that was done on November
21 and the soil sampling test done
by Conklin? These and other
questions have yet to be concretely
addressed by any involved party or
individual.

